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Abstract 

Creating Community through Coihboration and Technology 

By Debbie Payne, C D 4  MA 

This research shidy, Creating Community through Collaboration and Technology, was 

completed for the Master of Arts in Leadership and Training at Royal Roads University. 

It explores collaboration in the context of developing a provincial m*culum guide for 

certified dental assistant education Communicative technologies such as email, 

computer and audio conferencing, and fax enhance the collaborabive approach so that 

work continued vimiaiIy. The team of people, representing nine college programs, 

became a leaming community as they experienced the joys and pain of tme collaboration. 

Five t hemes emerged about collaboration in this researc h study : feeling of collaboration; 

goal, purpose and cornmitment; influence ofbeliefs, values and perception; technology 

cornfort; and leaming to collaborate. in addition issues such as gender, group size and 

inter-institutional partnerships were examined. Key success factors in coIIaboration 

include shared leadership, cornmitment and trust, adherence to shared values, and the 

importance of creating shared space to seek shared meanhg 
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GLOSSARY 

For the purpose of this research study the followhg te- are explained for the reader. 

Cer-tiJed dentai asskting: As defined by the Rules of the College of Dental Surgeons 

of British Columbia as a LeveliI Certified Dental 

Assistant, registered and licensed as a dental professional in 

British Columbia, 

Collaboration essentially meam working together with 

others for a specific purpose and creating something new. 

Schrage (1995) desmies colIaboration in several ways. 

'The act of col1aboration is an act of shmd creation 

andlor shared discovery." (p.4); "CoiIaboration isn't 

communication or teamwork, it's the creation of value" 

(p.32); "collaboration mates a shared meaning about a 

process, product or an event'(p.33) 

Coktborative process: An approach to coliaboration. In this context the 

coIIaborative process is a joumey of discovery, a 

continuing exploration about workùig together in creation. 

A suggested colIaborative process is descnbed în the Study 

Conclusions, 

Curricuizîm Guide: A guide that represents CDA education, Îs both refiective 

and visionary, and provides facuity with direction for 

evoIving and changing their curridum, 



Technologies referred to in this research study are tools 

designed for distance communication and include fax, 

ernail, cornputer cotûerencing, audio conferencing, 

tetephone, and regular mail, 

A team that chooses to work for any ceason using various 

technologies for communication, rather than using face to 

face interactions. 



CHAPTER ONE: STUDY BACKGROUND 

The Challenge and Opportunity 
"lt always takes a grolrp a f people 
working together with n commun 
purpose in an atmosphere of tnurt 
and collaboration to get 
extraordinary things done. " 
Kouzes and Pusner (1 995) 

This major project for the degree in Master of Arts in Leadership and Training is entitled 

Creatbg Community through Collaboration and Technology. It is a research study of the 

collaborative process created to produce a provincial curriculum guide for the education 

of certified dental assistants in British Columbia. The researcher explored the folIowing 

key questions in this research midy. 

1.) 1s coIIaboration a viable approach for developing a provincial curriculum guide?; 

2.) Can technology enhance the collaborative process?; and, 

3.) Can commmity be created through collaboration? 

The context of the Master of Arts in Leadership and Training major project, Creating 

Comrnunity through Coilaboration and Technology, is the certified dental assisting 

(CDA) educational commmity in British Columbia. CDA education in British Columbia 

has evolved mto eight traditionai, regiond vocationai programs and one distance 

provincial program offered bough the post secondary system. Each nationally 

acmdited program was developed fiom provincial skill based cornpetencies last revised 

in 1989. The competencies address ciinicaI and suppoa skills with associated related 

knowledge and procedutes but do not a d b  empIoyabGty sic&, Iearning outcornes, or 

assessment strategies. Each of the nine progrmm has developed and stnictured their own 

unique curcicttlum based on regionaI needs as weU as fàcuity and coilege preferences. 

For example, one cokge program has four cornes; mother colIege pmgram is organized 



into twenty-seven courses; and some programs use themes or semesters rather than 

courses to desmie their curriculwn. 

A project, the CurriaiIurn Guide 2000:Edzucation of Certfzed Dental Assistants in British 

Colum6ia. was envisioued by the CDA Sub-cornmittee of the Articulation Cornmittee of 

AIIied Dental Educators of British Columbia to provide programs with a common vision, 

leamhg outcornes, and assessrnent strategies based on a best practice approach. The 

curriculum project began in 1996 and the h t  stage, entitied Curriculum Guide for 

Certified Dental Assistant Education Stage One was cornpleted in June 1998 (Reagan, 

1998a). 

Stage One was developed through a typical approach and what was deemed to be a 

collaborative process, as noted by Reagan (L998b). Techniques employed were a written 

m e y  on the use of the existing 1989 Cornpetency Guide, a provincial advisory 

committee that provided advice and support to the *ter, a vision workshop with al1 

stakeholders, and a review of each ciraft by program facuity. Despite this inclusive 

process, pius given other mitigating circumstances, the program faculv lacked complete 

ownenhip of this fmt stage as becarne evident at the Certified Dental Assisting 

Educators sub-cornmittee of Articulation in A p d  1999. 

The researcher was provided the opportunity to lead and manage the next phase 

beginning in September 1999. The mandate was to produce a comprehensive, user- 

friendIy guide for future curricuIum changes in programs. Three major issues emerged 

through a faditated process in April 1999: the project needed a creative more indusive 

coIIaborative approach, there were new limitations in hding, and there was a significant 

reduction in project scope fiom the original vision. (Appendix A) 

The Curricuium Guide 2000 clearly needed a diffaent approach that involved hdty m 

the deveIopment of the pmduct This sparked the idea for this research study. 



The challenge of the cesearch study, Creating Cornmunity through Collaboration and 

Techuology, was to create, implement, observe and reflect on the coilaborative process 

for the Curriculum Guide 2000 project. The stated goal of the coilaborative approach was 

to fully engage facuIty in the process and to create ownership of the product to the degree 

that it became a useable guide for their programs. Crafting and creating a coilaborative 

process while managing the project deveiopment provided an oppominity to be flexible, 

adaptable, and make changes to both the process and the development product as it 

proceeded. 

ui this particular situation, there was no overarching "partnership" arnongst the nine 

colleges to guide the project development. Inter-organizational coilaboration and 

partnerships often are formed and developed at the corporate IeveI. They tend to center 

on organizational phiIosophy, intention, or principles and sometimes break down at the 

program or delivery level for irnplernentatioa Paul (1 990) notes, 

Collaboration sometimes becomes more difficult as it becomes more 
specific. It is usually eûsier to agree about generat principIes and grand 
schemes than it is to work out the details of who has what authority 
and who does ail the work. . . .inter-institutionai agreement is more 
likely the higher one goes in the organization. Hence, presidents will 
agree to hast mything with each other, vice-presidents wi11 usually 
h d  a way through, whiIe deans are more skepticai. Faculty are 
strongly resistant and academic secretaries don't want to know. 
(P. i48) 

AIthough this observation was not consciousIy noticed by team members, it might have 

Muenced the intention to collaborate, as the team was able to set its own p ~ c i p l e s  and 

working relationships without having to consider corporate infIuence. This was explored 

in the intenriew process m a subtle manner, and the researcher noted a few observations. 



Significance and Potential Causes of the Opportunity 

The oppomuiity to create a coIIaborative process with the program faculty, and then 

modify, adapt, and change the process was anticipated to change the context of the 

development so that ownership of the project was experienced by those engaged in the 

collaborative work, By exploring the meaning of collaboration and what it both looked 

iike and felt like, it was hoped that program laculty would become a more effective team 

and create a leamhg community. BridgÏng the distance through technology was a key 

factor in maintainhg momentum ofthis approach. 

The Curriculum Guide for Certified Dental Assistant Education Stage One was started as 

an apparent collaborative process; therefore, there was an opportunity to explore what 

worked, what did not and why at the beginning ofthe next phase. Creating a new process 

together to support the development was expected to be challenging and "messy," but 

meaningfil for faculty. The oppomuiity to Iearn nom history was hoped to be of benefit 

for this pdcu la r  group but perhaps also provide a mode1 and guidance for other 

collaborative groups. An additional aaticipated benefit was that group learning and self- 

knowledge would occur thereby establishing some protocols and expectations about 

working together on group projects. 

It is hoped that the r e d t s  of this study will benefit other discipIines and groups who wiU 

be attempting to coIIaborate on projects, whether face tu face or at a distance. Future 

projects may benefit fiom the examination of this colIaborative approach by providing 

some insight on how the coliaborative process was developed, what occurred, and some 

recommendations on what should be coasidered when groups attempt coilaborative 

projec ts. 



CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

"TM provides the foundatfon for 
cotaboration and coordination at 
the work fevd so that joint efforts 
can be rnaïrniied- " Jim H a W  
(Leaming Parado-r. i 998) 

Review of EMsting Documents 

In addition to The Curricuhm Guide for Certified Dental Assistant Education Staae One 

previously mentioned, considerable information and resources existed in the dental 

assisting educational community and in the system that supported, and was a resource 

for, this major project on collaboration and technology. 

Cemified Dental Assbting Vision Worhhop. December 1997 

This one-day vision workshop was held durhg Stage One on December 1, 1997. 

Participants included representatives fiom each certified dental assisting program, fiom 

the member services and regdatory college for certifieci dental assisting- as welI as 

practicing certified dental assistuig and dentistry. The purpose was to expiore and refl ect 

on CDA practice and education. Then using the group's colIective information, mate  a 

vision of a fiitwe CDA practitioner, thereby heiping to determine what education would 

be required Both an examination of the process and the resutts of this workshop would 

provide some direction for this major project Many of the same peopIe were invotved 

and the workshop was deemed to be a destone in which major learning occinred for aii. 

Information from a two d q  worhhop with Attîculatrion members, November 1998 

Representatives attended this workshop h m  each CDA program. The process was 

essentiaily one of discovery m which we attempted to understand the cirrricuïum project 

and what action we wanted to undeaaka The process itselfwas not clear, therefore the 



redis were confirsing to participants. An examination of the process and reflection on 

this experience provided an oppominity to look at both process and how welI the group 

functioned in this envimnment. This information was helpful in creating a mode1 to 

initiate a coIIaborative process. 

Process and ResuItsjkm the A p d  29 and 30, 1999 AmnrcuIation meeting 

The process Gom this meeting was cieariy documente4 observations noted, and the 

researcher completed a reflective journal. The process reestablished a Ievel of trust in the 

group, set the tone for a collaborative approach, and provided an opportunity to pilot 

some distance collaboration on a very smaiI scale. The individuals took infionnation back 

to their faculty, discussed the process and results, an email discussion foilowed and 

consensus for the direction resulted, Ai1 thÏs information was valuabie to both reflect on 

and use with the group during the creation of the collaborative process. 

Dentat Hygiene Leanting Outcornes Project 

Dental hygiene educators recently completed a project on leamhg outcomes that was 

developed somewhat coIIaboratively, although in actuality it appeared to be more 

consultative. Three colleges were represented in this dental hygiene project The Dental 

Hygiene Project was revieweci; however due to time restraints an in-depth examination of 

the development process was not possibIe. 

Relevant nrrrrnrrrrcuhrn projectr fiom the Centerjb Cm*adurn, Trader and Technology 

The Center has contracted many educationai projects over the years. Most have been 

fadty  release approaches, however more recentiy the= has been direction to develop 

colIaboratively. The Center may have information on coIiaboration and what they wodd 

Iike to see accomplished. The Noventber 1998 workshop was hiiutiated by the Center as 

one approach to colIaboration. 



Skilis Guide for Ailied HeaM Profession~fiorn Wdington State 1998 

This Skills Guide was deveioped in Washmgton State over a penod of four years with a 

Iarge number of stakeholders. The approach to deveioprnent, although not extensively 

documented, is explained in this Skills Guide. 

C~~m*cttlztm Guide ZOO0 Workshop Septonber 23 and 24,1999 

This workshop was held to Launch the Curriculum Guide 2000 project that stems From the 

Stage 1 project. The primary purpose was to establish the team so that it could work 

co1Iaboratively by distance. Some rnembers were new to the project; othen were 

involved since its inception. Based on previous experience in working with gmups, recent 

leiiming fiom the Master of Arts in Leadership Program, and the literature review, the 

researcher faciiitated and led this workshop attempting to establish a strong identity and 

fundamental values as  well as a working level of trust. Expected results were discussed at 

the start of the workshop and reviewed at the end. Considerable energy, enthusiasm and 

action resulted €iom this workshop. (Appendix B) 

Review of Supporthg Literature 

To support the creation and exploration of collaboration enhanced with technology as a 

process for development of curriculum, the folIowing gmuped topics were expIored in 

the literature review: 

1) Collaboration, tearns, and leadership; and 

2) Curriculum deve topment approaches. 



Collaboration, Teams, and Leadership 
'%iiteness is the poison of 
al1 guod colluburation. ** 

Frances Crick 

Key Success Factors in Collaboration 

Cornmitment to collaborate 

Recognition of the complexity of collaboration 

Shared vision and values 

Collaboration essentialiy means working together with others for a specific purpose and 

creating something new. Generally, it is anticipated that through collaboration an 

improved product will resdt and relationships will be enhanced. it is also anticipated 

resources will be shared more efficiently. What Paul (1990) says is "the whole may be 

greater than the sum of its parts-the synergy that comes nom collaboration can often 

yield benefits well beyond those originally envisioned"(p. LM) is quite applicable when 

considering the potential effects of collaborative relationships. 

Collaboration requires intentional, deliberate sharing or partnenng with the expectation 

that a better resuit wi11 be evident because of the colIaboration, hdividuals, corporatioos, 

companies, and organizations are coiiaborating and sharing resources much more than 

ever before. Perhaps much of this activity stems h m  economic forces or other factors, 

but it is visibLy apparent that partnerships and strategic alliances are becomnig &portant 

to organkationai survïvd. As noted by Parker (I998) 

From business comes the view that coliaboratîve leadership mcreases 
motivation, job satisfaction, and cornmitment to qnaIity by dowing 
workers to experience empowement and ownership. 
The argument nom economin is that coIIaborative leadersJi@ is 
appropriate to a giobai and mfomation-based economy, in which 



interdependence and information flow have usurped cornpetition and 
material production as the keys to economic success. (p.3) 

It is M e r  evident in much of the educational literatine that collaboration on projects 

and initiatives is enconraged, and has become the nom in practice rather than the 

exception. Grants and fundhg are provided to institutions ba t  are servicing the systern, 

producing products for use by other institutions, and working in collaboration and 

partnership with each other. M e r  explonng the inherent paradox in academy, which has 

a sense of "valuing as it does the balancing of individual insight and collective wisdom, 

definhg itself as a commrmity-not a factory," Parker ( L 998) provides us with some 

advice about working in collaboration in academic institutions. She suggests that we 

. . .recognize the ways in which roles and structures of the academy 
foster certain kinds of collaboration but inhibit others.. ..encourage 
awareness of who is at the table, what perspectives are rnissing, how 
the W e  of reference is defineci, where possibilities for collaborations 
exist and where other gods are appropriate. (p.8) 

McKendal17s ( 1 996), dissertation, Factors Facilitathe uiteror~anizational Collaboratioo, 

outlines a continuum of collaboration definitions, She desmies the four terms as 

networking, cooperation, coordination, and collaboration, wîth collaboration being the 

most cornpiex and diffuse. Collaboration supports deliberately designed relationships, 

soIutions to problems emerge, hi&-risk factors are present, responsibilities and rewards 

are shared, and there is sustained reiationship and effort that is durabIe and pervasive. 

The process is also emergent rather than focused. The researcher wodd m e r  add to 

this definition that leadership may be shared, and most Iikely shodd be, m the 

collaborative pmcess. 

Morm and Mndgridge (1993) explore inter-institutional collaboration m education 

through a number of intemation& projects. The agreements to coiIaborate were formed at 

the corporate IeveI m institutions and had varying degtees of mccess. It seems that the 

tàaoa  which created the most chdenges were the compIexity ofadm8iiktration, 



differences in culture, issues of tirne for decision making, distance, trust, and something 

they called bbprogramme-bendhg: the finding to the lowest common denomkator or most 

inoffensive route in order to minîmize disagreement" (p. 142) which may be positive or 

negative dependhg on the situation. They also provided a number of important factors 

and themes in inter-institutional collaboration, which emerged nom the case studies they 

studied. The themes included the foIlowing: accommodating institutional cultures, 

buiIding trust relationships, and perceiving mutual benefits. Moran and Mudgidge 

(1993) also note that "Sustained relationships based on persona1 trust and shared values 

cannot be overestimated as factors in successful collaboration." (p. I54) 

MarshaIPs (L995) explanation also focuses strongly on the value of the relationships, an 

important factor in successfuI collabontion. He notes, " It is a principle-based process of 

working together, which produces misf integrity, and breakthrougb results by building 

tnie consensus, owneahip, and dignment in al1 iispects."(p.4) 

Inherent in these exphnations of collaboration is a strong sense of understanding the 

value in working together and more irnportantiy, creating and living the values and 

shared vision of the team. Schrage ( 1995) says that it takes a sense of "s hared space" to 

create shared understanding and that successful shared spaces make collaborators feel 

Like they are together even when they are not  He says definitely ingredients are present 

when couaboration exists, although this does not necessarily mean that collaboration wil1 

occur when the fourteen mgredients he identifies are present. Schrage explains in detail 

the importance of cornpetence, of having a shared understood goaI, of fostering mutual 

respect, and of creating an envitonment for tolerance and eust He explains why 

collaboration demands the creation and manipulation of shared spaces, why there are 

multipIe f o m  of representatioa, the importance of pIay, and why continuons but not 

conthnuai communication is required. He firrther hdicates the need for f o m d  and 

mfonnai environments, the necmal@ for cIear h e s  ofresponsiiIIity but not restrictive 

bolmdarks, and makes the observation that dechions do not have to be made by 



consensus. Schrage is carehl to note that physicd presence is not necessary for 

collaboration, that the selective use of outsiders for complementary insights and 

information is vaiuable, and especially notes the Fact that collaborations end. (p.154-164) 

From Bourget and Ryan (1999) we leam about the twelve conditions they identify are 

present in collaboration, which are similar to Schrage's (see Appendk D). 

These conditions for collaboration, in condensed form, are: 

A dear and a compeLiing purpose, mission or goal; 

Agreement that colIaboration is the best way to proceed; 

A cornmitment to a win-win approach with a conscious choice to collaborate; 

Leadership support from upper management and a whote systems perspective; 

Active partnering and involvement in decision making; 

Well-defined, systernatic, open and honest UicIusive communication pmcess; 

Clear expectations of roles and responsibilities and risk tolerance; 

Group members committed to creating a positive working atmosphere; 

Cornmitment to ongoing learning; 

An appreciation of diversity as a cataiyst for creativity; 

Clear action planning process, both strategic and operational; 

Recognition that the group strengthens mdividuds and the mdividuals strengthen 

the group. 

ï h e  researcher agrees with Schrage, Bourget and Ryan and believes that creating the 

right environment to work in coIlaboration, and nsing technoIogy to enhance it, cm be an 

effective and viable approach for a project. Furthemore, it can contribute to both 

indivÏduaI and collective growth that strengthems commmity. 

Relationsfiips in ri CoUaboratîve Process 

Interdependent reIatiomhips 

inspiring, creative Ieadership 



Communication flow 

Beliefs and values of group members are important to consider in the collaborative 

process. The compiexity of relationships leads us to look at how people relate, what they 

base their decisions on, and most irnportantly how the issue of leadership is dedt with by 

the group. Peopk need to be heard and iistened tu; diversity of thought increases the 

potential opportunity for good work. Spears ( 1995) indicates that "interdependent 

relationships heIp create collaboration and.. .minimize cornpetition? He goes on to Say 

that collaboration occurs when ""everyone has had a Say, been listened to, and c m  

support the wisdom of the group." Of servant-leadership for groups he notes ''the 

implications of this style in tems of trust, communication, shared information, 

ownership, and empowerment are quite ciear" (p. 2L 1). 

Bennis and Biederrnan (1997) look at creative collaboration by examining what they cal1 

great groups. It seems that these highly effective groups rely on a leader or "organiring 

genius" to gather highly talented people together and figure out how to get the most 

creative effort fiom each of them. It seems apparent fiom these observations that the 

leader is critical in forming the team at the initial stage. 

In a subsequent article Bds (1998) reinforces what many others have said. Finding 

meaning in work is inspiring, tnist is absolutely essential, and Ieaders that work with 

great teams have a '%ontagious optimism." "Alowed to flomkh, people spark greatness 

in each other." (p.8) 

Schrage (1995) gives us an important pomt to ponder on the importance of beIief as it 

reIates to buiIdnig a collaborative team. 

The thuig that matters most is that the coiiaborators possess a 
modicum of mutuai trttst, the belief that they are adding vahe and a 
genuine desire to soIve the problem at hand or mate sornethmg new. 
(P.36)- 



On commuaication in colIaboration he has the following to Say, "Successful collaborators 

try to create an appropriate flow of communication rather than a structure for 

communication." (p.158). As noted by Pallante in ChnstÎanson et al. ( I  997) collaboration 

requires practice and generous and sustained mediation to mature. 

As we rnove from the information age to the knowledge age, we continue to realize the 

importance of reIationships and the impact of these on how we will work together. in 

paticular, Schrage (1990) states management power is likely to shift Eiorn idormation to 

relationships ifcollaboratioa becornes more evident in the workplace of the future. 

... the true medium of collaboration is other people. Real innovation 
cornes fiom this social matrix. And if the nature of o u  interactions is 
more important than accelerations in the delivery and increases in the 
quantity of information, then management of relationships should 
supplant the management of information as the source of real 
information, increased productivity, and new value in the enterprises. 

Christianson et a1 (1997) aiso provides us with some metaphors for desnibuig 

collaborative relationships. The description of these metaphors gives u s  a sense of 

conthual movement and change, of relationships that fl ex, occasiondly breaking through 

to new places. The metaphors represented are: a troupe of travelen, a sea anemone, King 

Arthids Knights of the Round Table, a web, a qdt ,  a catalyst, a jazz ensemble. She 

M e r  notes that these metaphon evoke images that 

"strongIy suggest interreIatedness. Many focus on the emergent, 
evolving, self-constructive nature ofcoUaboration and many suggest 
the potential for emiched and muitilayered perceptions and knowledge 
deveIopment emerging fiom the convergence of many perspectives 
and wide diverslties." 

Shapiro, in his book review of Schrage's Shared Min& The New Technologies of 

Collaboration, came to understand that "Good coUaboratÏve teams, therefore, have a tacit 

onderstanding that individual ego must necessarüy be subsumed to the larger team goai." 

One smipIe quote fiom Mink et al. (1994) summed up the importance of m g  

who agree to participate-" (p.8) 



Leamhg for both individuals and teams is evident through the interdependent 

relationships that exist in a successful collaborative project Pastemack and Viscio (1998) 

in a discussion Loop on knowledge, karning and change Say "ALI learning occurs in some 

form of collaboration, most powerfully in team collaboration with others, but also in one 

person collaborating with others." (p. L 00) 

Resistance to Collaboration 

Speed of decision making 

Individual accountability 

Lesser pmduct quality 

Impactofchange 

The benefits of collaboration are espoused in the literahire to a great degree. However, 

there is some resistance to collaborative efforts Eom those who particularly work in a 

more automtic environment and who beIieve that quick responses and decisions cm not 

be made collaboratively. Resisters aiso suggest that collaboration does not support 

individual accountability and thnt it sornetimes leads to a Iesser quality product. 

Parker (1998) notes some strong resistance to collaboration and that "an emphasis on 

collaboration is redly just an evasion of individual responsibiIityn (p.3) She M e r  

points out "sometimes coUaborations tend to settie on the intellechial Iowest common 

denorninator, the ideas on which the most and Ieast insightful c m  readiIy agree." (p-4) 

The researcher agrees that there is danger inherent in the collaboration process, however 

she suggests that estabîishuig and adheriag to ctear purpose and vision, creating a values- 

based effective group, and collectively creating and paying attention to both process and 

task c m  diminish these tendencies, 



Although not specificaily ident img resistance, Briskin ( 1998) speaks of the 

... the concept of team building breaks down with the uncertainty 
inberent in human systems. We cannot foresee when the assertion of 
one individual or the changing demands of the workplace wiU break 
down the intent of working together. (p. 252) 

This complexity and fluidity is exactly what makes teams creative. Hamesshg that 

energy, providing a safe environment for exploring the meaning, and helping the team to 

honour the relationships are challenges for the leader. Briskin (1998) explains that deep 

listening and real dialogue help "to tune in to the sphere of the between" (p.26 1) and 

undentand how important the relationships are in coIIaboration. Collaborative teams are 

clearly not simply a group of people, working on a task or produchg a product. This is 

much too mechanistic a model. Some resistance to collaboration may be rooted in fear of 

the unlaiown, the messiness of relationships, and the time it takes to work through this. 

Leaders must alIow for this. Balancing task and process in collaboration is a key element 

to consider. 

Marshafi (1995) also gives us an important point to remember that collaboration wili not 

work welI in situations where there is not a fundamental beliefand value or a hi& level 

of cornmitment for the process. Therefore ensiuing that those involved in colIaboration 

understand it and want to participate is key to its success. 

Team Pttrpose and Meaning 

Shared vision 

What inspires a group to become a great team? What differentiates a great team h m  just 

a group of peopIe? Kouzes and Posner (1995) say 

. . .beIieving that we're not jttst part of the team but part of somethllig 
signÏfÎcant and Iarger than the moment creates a compehg 



motivation to achieve and succeed (p.30 1) ... as people give, they get; 
and thus they become intercomected and caught up in one another's 
Lves. It always takes a group of people working together with a 
common purpose in an atmosphere of trust and collaboration to get 
extcaorduiary thhgs done. (~304) 

Finding a specific purpose or attn'buting rneaning to work in the context of 

groups of people workiog together seems to be essential to creating a 

collaborative process. Wheatley (1999) speaks of this. 

"We are always seeking meaning in what we do. We find this in mal1 
tasks, in large causes, and in our relationships. Whatever the forni, the 
desire to create meaninel lives is an irresistible current in al1 
organizations." (p.92) 

The sense oCpurpose, of having a direction, is essentially what is referred to in the 

titerature as having a shared vision. Yuki (1998) says that when eKectively developing 

vision the leaders inspùed people to a greater purpose and helped them see the future. He 

also says that aside fiom helphg individuals make good decisioas that vision will 

"inspire followers by giving their work meaning and appealing to their fundamental 

human need to be important, to feei useftil, and to be part of a worthwhile enterprise." 

( ~ 3 3 8 )  

To collaborate effectively a team needs a ctear, shared purpose. The team that wil1 be 

working on the Cttnfculum Guide 2000 has established a clear defined purpose and 

approach as identified in Apnl1999. (Appendix A) 

Becanse teams are in essence a srnail cornmuni a brief review of the literatare on 

bui1hg commtmity is relevant to t6is research. Many of the same p ~ c i p f e s  appIy. 

Authors such as BelIah et aL (1996) and Manning, Ctrtk* and McMiIIen (1996) speak of 



the paradoxical tension between the value we piace on the mdividuai and the importance 

of meaniogful interaction with others in community. ShafEer and Anundsen (1993) 

provide insight about commmity as being not a pIace but a concept defined more by 

process than form. They Say 

The kuids of communities that are emerguig today tend to be more 
fluid than those of the past. They consist of systems of evolving 
relationships. ..memben may kave, and new members join, without 
destroying the group.. .they shift form and function and move nom 
one Ievel of consciousness to another. (p. L6) 

Capra (1996) relates ecological communities and their self-organiang interdependence 

with human communities. He expIains the importance of awareness of ecoIogicai literacy 

and relationships to our sunrivai m the future. "A sustainable human community is aware 

of the multiple relationships amoag its membea. Nourishulg the community means 

nourishing those relationships." The dynamic balance required in communities is noted 

when he says, 'the community wilI need stabiIity and change, order md freedorn, 

tradition and innovation" and that these contradictions are a sign of its divenity. 

Collaboration requires attention to divecsity, to balance, and to system CO-evoIution, and, 

as a result, it could foster community developrnent. 

Team Rotes 

RoIe delkition and commullt*cation 

Multiple connections and self-awareness 

The term collaboration, Iike partnership, seems to have a sense of equal statu. That is, no 

one partner is dominant, rather they work together towards a common purpose. How the 

people hction in groups becomes important 



For teams to Wction effectively roles m u t  be clearly defined, communication strategies 

understood, and decision-rnabg and task delegation cIear. BoIman and Deal (199 1) 

examine several structures for groups. The group structure applicable for amorphots or 

complicated tasks is what mal1 group researchers call the ail-channel or star network. 

This type of network 

. . .creates multiple connections so that each mernber c m  talk to anyone 
else. information flows freely; decisïons require touchuig multiple 
bases. Morale in all-channel teams is usuaiIy very high.. ..Team 
members need well-developed communication skills. They must also 
enjoy participation, tolerate ambiguity, embrace diversity, and manage 
conflict. (p. 87) 

Teams need a strategy for leaming and also need to have some guiding 

principles. Senge (1994) gives us £ive key points that teams cm use when they 

are engaging in what he calls skillful discussion. He suggests that if teams do 

the following they will irnprove the quality of theù thiaking processes and 

hence their productivity. 

1) Pay attention to their intentions; 

2) Balance advocacy with inquiry; 

3) Build shared meaning; 

4) Use self-awareness as a resource; and 

5) Explore impasses. 

Virturil Teams and Technology 

mortance of communication strategies 

Technology as a tool to bridge distance 

Importance of social connections 

Teamwork requires good leadership and the dedication and cornmitment of all team 

members. It is diiEcuit work done face-to-face. Teams that need to work at a distance 

face even greater challenges. 



A vUtua1 team is a group of individuals working on a specific project, where the members 

are not in the same location. Establishg communication strategies, g o n d  niles and a 

sense of goup ethos is cntical to working in a Wtual environment Solomon ( 1998) 

suggests even vimiai teams need some face-to-face time to develop reIationships. She 

stresses the importance of communication and basic team building skiIIs that need to be 

established face to face before h a 1  teams can work effectively. She says 

This Face time together is whea the team leader typicalIy solidifies the 
group and guides it towards working jointly. Again, sevenl points 
should be estabtished clearly at this stage: specific team objectives, 
how to accornpiish hem, who is responsible for what and when and 
generai project tirnetables. (p.4) 

Virtual tems use technoiogy to bridge the distance. Lipnack and Stamps (1999) expIain 

the factors that conm%ute to the success of virtual teams. They believe that new 

organizatioaal order wiII emerge from virtual teams, more of a networked linked 

organintion where information flows to those that need it. They cite three competitive 

publishiag magazines that 

.. .leamed to put their competitive instincts aside and cooperate for 
theu mutual benefit They used virtual teams to cross their physical 
and corporate botmdaries to put this highly lucrative deal together. 
(PA) 

According to Lipnack and Stamps ( L 999) there are three basic principles for virtual 

teams: purpose, people and W. A strong definite purpose, task, or project will bind 

people in a Wtuai team. Encouraping people to share Ieadenhip is a strong component as 

it creates Bexibifity and uses the talents of each member as the project evolves. Links 

constitute the interactions through technology that b d d  the personai relationships. 

The kinds of technology used by Wtual teams wiIl vary depending on the needs of the 

team, the accessibility and avaüability ofthe technology, and the technology capabiIities 

ofeach team member. Use of telephone, audio conferencing, ffax, and emaiI seem to be 

moût common- However, videoconferencing and some of the new video, graphical 



computer or digital technologies will impact the effectiveness of Wtud teams as 

confidence, accessibiIity and avaiIabi1ity increase. 

Soiomon (1998) suggests that using technology for communication improves with 

experience. Companies have leamed through experience that audio conferencing seems 

more efficient than video conferencing; that visuais and handouts for meetings need to be 

fmed or emailed ahead of the. Planning and timing of the conference cal1 is critical as 

members may have different schedules or even be in diflierent time zones. She later 

explains that leadership identification and shared leadership becomes of paramount 

concem once groups are efficiently communicating. She calk this "cultivating distnbuted 

leaders hip"(p.6) 

Both Gelleman ( 1994) md Bernard and Naidu (1 990) speak about using telephone 

technology to aid in distance communication. Voice mail c m  be used effectively to leave 

infornational messages, to provide a sense of c'voice" and personai communication and 

used for timely, important or sensitive issues that need explainiag. Teleconferencing, or 

more accuratety audio conferencing, provides an opportunity to bring al1 team members 

together in a phone coderence in real time and cm be very effective. It is important to 

note that paying attention to timing and location is critical so that all members can 

participate. 

Virtual teams rely on technology and use it for communication, but it is not the 

technology that is the focus, it is very much the people and relatiomhips that breed 

successful teams. Lipnack and Stamps (1999) express this very weH. 

Vimial teams are a type of smaiI group. They m e r  fiom other small 
groups in forms of communication, number of relationships~ and in the 
ability to create a giobai context.. ... S t t c c e d  virtuai teams, however, 
depend more on people than they do on technology.. .Its 90 percent 
peopk and LO percent technoIogy. .. the technology won't work d e s  
the people issues are addressed nrst Working in a vimral environment 
reciupes a new kind of organization, a new kind ofmanagement, and a 
new kind of  Ieadershlp. (p.5) 



From Schrage (1995) cornes a message about technology and people, 

This is the reaI power of technology: not just to seme as a tool or 
medium but to redefine the way people perceive thek environments. 
Technology îs the environment and it inevitably shapes the way people 
relate to one another. (p. 137) 

He M e r  goes on to say 

What if technology could augment the process of collaboration with 
the ease that the pocket calculator augments computation? What new 
kinds of conversation and collaboration would occur? .. .it is usmg 
technology to enhance the coff aborative relatiooship. Technology here 
does not substitute for people; it complements them. ( p.92) 

Sudweeks and Ailbritton (L996) did an inductive qualitative research study to reveal 

communication patterns and group development in collaborative work. Their study 

focused on a sekelected virtual team of more tban one hundred researchers over a 

petiod of twenty-three months. The participants had never met and therefore were 

considered a fully vimiaI team. They found that the Wtud tearn took longer to develop 

noms and social reIationships and plan and assign tasks, but that they went through very 

simila. stages of group development as a face to face group. They did note that the 

interplay and inherent conflict of task-oriented and socio-emotional needs created 

tension, as it normally does in a face to face group. Learning how to manipulate 

communication to reduce stress and codict could improve satisfaction and productivity 

The importance of establishing cIear communication paths, hding ways to strengthen 

the social community of relatiooships, having a specific purpose, and sharing the 

leadership roIe are attnbutes of snccessfuI virtoaI teams. 

Team Leadership 

Leadership seKknow1edge 

Leadmg inchange 



Shared leadership 

Leading a group or team in today's environment requires leaders to bring who they are to 

the table, who Listen and create a shared vision, and most of al£ who help the group 

establish values and demonstrate those vaiues in behaviour. Bud (1999) stresses that it is 

important to "Iead by example, to hear fiom their points of view what is working and 

what needs to be cbanged and to communicate the vision." (p. 1) She M e r  points out 

that "'trust is buik through consistent communication." (p.2) 

The Iiterature on leadership is extensive, pervasive, and varied. However, many authors 

hcludhg Covey (1 992); De Pree (1989); Kouzes and Posner ( 1995) and even Heider and 

Lao (1 985) speak mostly about the importance of self-knowledge in the leadership 

joumey. Oniy by first knowing oneself can one do leadership with some degree of 

success. Helping others develop theù own leadership abilities becomes another level of 

complexity that affects leadership capacity. Chatte jee (1998) says that 

The greatest challenge that faces leadership today is to be abIe to strike 
a baiance between the sustenance of the entire context of an 
organization while numinng individual identities. 

Striking this balance requires focused concentration and detached awareness, then a Ievel 

of transcendence that permits a letting go of the past so that a transformation c m  occur. It 

is important to recognize this need for balance as Leaders today need to pay attention to 

the incredible change environment that is the nom while at the same time honoming the 

importance of relatiomhips. As the relationships continue to be recognized as bemg 

important, it is clear that leadhg a team requires an awareness of leadership abilities and 

hence a need to begui to share the leadership role if one is to honour the Ieadership in 

others, 

Many writers explore leadership in groups. Group leadership issues become of extreme 

importance in collaborative teams, pdcularly if there is no identined positional leader. 

Often one person or orginkation wiX take the lead; however in a cotIaborative 

relationship th- seems to be an understandmg that leadership wiIl shift and be shared. 



Gordon ( 1955) indicates that group-centered Ieadership s p ~ g s  h m  two principal 

sources, the group dynamics movement and the practice of psychotherapy. Ternis nich as  

student-centered leader, nondirective leader, social therapist, group facilitator, participant 

leader, group integrator, permissive leader and democratic Ieader were used by 

researchers to descnie Ieaden in groups who honour and vahe group members, allowing 

teadership to emerge w i t h  the group so that people are self-directing and self- 

responsibIe. He says that "the basic aim OP the leader is to tap and develop the creative 

resources of his group members." (p.vüi) 

The Iiterature supports the premise that leaders of groups need to be extremely 

flexible, adaptable and phmiiy situational. That is7 they mua be able to 

adapt theu leadership styIe to various situations, and also change as  the group 

evolves and matures. in most cases, they must be prepared to share the 

leadership role with the individuals most capable of Ieadîng in each specific 

situation. Kahenback and Smith ris cited in Bolman and Deal(l99 f ) 

found that a key characteristic of high-performance teams was mutual 
accountability, which was fostered when leaders s h e d  Ui the work 
and team members shared ui the leadership. (p. 157) 

Yet another view of leadership and the concept of the team is emerging as noted by 

The new idea of leadership invites a different conception of the team 
and the orghation: not as an entity outside the individual that the 
individual ''joins" but rather the sum total of aIi înteractions. It is Iess a 
c ~ g n  that mdividuak can job  and upon which they can act than ît is 
a coostantIy evoIvÜg and changing pattern of mteneIationships that 
individuals mate  and that creates thm. (p. 423) 

This notion of fluidity and movement, as weII as focus on the mteractions, heIps us 

understand why any change to a group remes gromding and re-purposing of the group, 

why it could be a source of confIict, and M e r  supports why fiostering dationships in 

gronps is importantt 



Vokoffet al, (1999) made an important and relevant point when they suggest that there 

is littIe research on the "horizontal alliances to diow coHaboration on the collective 

production of goods and se~ces ."  They M e r  suggest that when developiog 

collaborative inter-organizational reiationships that the traditional approach to ieadership 

of using one project sponsor is i adk i en t  and that throughout the various project stages 

leadership changes and becomes more fluid. 

Leading Virtuai Teams 

Creating team identity 

Expectations of team members 

Vahe of trust 

Considering the complexity of Ieading groups in a Face to face environment, how does 

one effectively lead teams in a virtual environment? Bird (1999) notes how cntical trust 

is to establish în a virtual group and as noted by Kostner (l997), it is most important to 

"instill ûust and cooperation". He also mentions key points to remember when leading a 

vimial team. First, face-to-face interaction is needed initiaily to build a sense of tearn 

identity; and, second, that you should johtIy prepare a communication strategy so that 

team rnembers know how often to expect email communication and what the 

expectations are. in addition the researcher suggests that trying to build a sense of 

community on email by having a team name or identity, injecting some humour as 

appropriate, and occasionaiiy sending social emails heIp improve team effectiveness. 

AIford (1999) refl ects on the experience of a Company that estabhhed WtuaI teams and 

recognizes what conm3utes to a positive vimial colIaboratÎon team, He mdicates that it is 

important to check voice and email messages Frequently, be proactive in communication, 

and make it a prionty to imrest t h e  m maintainitg a personal relationship during 

interactions so that connections are not pureIy task driven. 



Kostner (1996) tells us through a fable story of Merlin and his magic about VirtuaI or 

remote leadership. Key points about Leading by distance included: tnisting unity, tnisring 

relationships, and trustbg a shared hture- The key word again is trust. in addition a 

v h a l  team needs clear agreement on what they are creating together, they need to care 

on a personal level that the task is worthwhile, and they need to receive the same 

information at the same tirne. 

Through this review of the Literature on collaboration, teams, and leadership a number of 

important elements about working collaboratively at a distance seem to be critical. These 

elements are: 

Collaborative teams need a leader to help them form and inspire hem wîth purpose; 

Collaborative teams need to develop a shared vision; 

The leader needs to pay close attention to process and help the team make decisions 

according to their values; 

The need to find rneaning in the work is baianced with a focus on tinding ways to 

develop reIationships through the distance; 

Choosing the appropriate technology is a key factor for distance collaboration; 

As the team matures the leader must h d  ways of using the group's talents and 

sharing the leadership; and, 

Building trust through open, consistent, and reliable communication fosters a strong 

team. 

As the collaborative process is created and implemented it wiIi be important to 

contmuaIIy reflect and readjust the process, trying to pay attention to the elements that 

have arisen fÎom the literature. It d l  be interesthg to see how weU the process actualIy 

correlates with what is reveded in the Iiterature- 



CurrÎculum Development Approaches 

A review of the 1iteratu.e on approaches to developing curriculum has reveaied Little, 

particularly ui relation to the post-secondary system. There is a multitude of literature on 

curriculum development and design, however it seems to be focused on curriculum 

models, and other structural or content based information rather than how c ~ c u L ~  is 

developed or what approaches are used to develop curriculum. 

In British Columbia's post-secondary system, the predominant model or preferred 

pmcess of developing curriculum projects, bas traditionally been the assignment of the 

project to one Faculty person. This individual is released nom his or her normai 

responsfiifities to coasult and do research as  required, then writes the curriculum project. 

The researcher considers this a consultative development model. The consultative model 

aUows for input, ensures stakeholders are informed and can contnbute to the process and 

content, and provides professional development opportunities for the writer. It does not 

necessady support inclusivity or ownership nor does it ensure that stakeholders and users 

will actually fmd the product meaningful, applicable, or useful. 

Gordon (1 955), years ago, said of curriculum change 

''thts assesment of the problem of curricuIum change emphasizes the 
importance of viewing the administrator as a person who must be 
skilled in dealing with human relations. It implies a dissatisfaction 
with traditional concepts of leadership which have negiected the 
human aspects of change. We have forgotten that cwicuIum change 
cequires of the people who manage school programs that their 
Ieadership facilitates a change in people, not simply a change in the 
"content" of the ctmicuium.. ."(p. L 6) 

Zelkmayer (L997) expfored, through an extensÏve qualitative research study of teachers, 

what coI1aboration means in the context ofwriting inStnidon. AIthough the term 

cotiaboration is used in a different context and was done soIely fiice to face, some of the 

meanings discovered seem particulady relevant to this major project The ten women 

teachers in this study coiiaborated together to develop c0mcuium. Their meetïugs were 

scheduIed to accommodate both persona1 and professiond agendas and were hefd in a 



social location. In-depth uitenriews were hefd with these teachers to try and corne to an 

understanding about the "meanhg of their collaborative experiences" and also for 

"developing a richer and deeper understanding of collaboration" (p. 19 1). From these 

interviews, five recurrent themes emerged. 

. ..lethg go of connol and one's otd image of the teacher, noticing 
and perspective taking; comecting between life in and out of school; 
discovering the significance oFa moral and physicd space; and 
orchestrathg simdtaneous activities in ciass. (p. 192). 

ZelIermayer says, "collaboration is a process of shared inquiry, and of being botb 

separate and connected, but she emphasizes the authenticity of that process." (p. 198) 

How does collaboration feel? Zeichner , as cited by Zellemayer ( 1997). Ieaming to see 

and feel and sense the Iife, knowledge, and inquiry efforts of another as one's own is 

another way of conceptualizing collaboration. Collaboration is about leaming with others, 

not merely fiom others. 

The review of literature on coliaboration and teamwork emphasized the importance of 

team roles, of listening, and of findïng the meaning inherent in the work. Careful and 

active tistenhg ailows us to seek common understanding, which Leads to collaboration. 

Levin as cited in Zellermayer (1997) says that 

persona1 experience is a filter through which people Iisten to 
dissonance and are tooched and moved by what they see. It is this 
Iistening, he says. that helps people develop their Listening capacity so 
that they can help others develop theirs. (p.210) 

Henderson and Hawthorne (1995) focus on a new approach to developing cminilum 

which explores the concept of "bottom up" d~uium. They further illustrate how to 

capitaIize on a variety of points of view and incorporate the input of aU penons involved 

in cmÏcalum design, development, and evduation. The importance of building leaming 

communities is noted and a four-part mode[ on coilaborative c~flct*caIum is explained. 

AIthough this refawce is geared towards the elementary and secondary educationai 



system, much of the Uiformation iç relevant and applicable to this major project and also 

the production of the curriculum guide itself. 



CHAPTER THREE: CONDUCT OF RESEARCH STUDY 
"Collaboration k the process of 

sharsd creation or shared discoves, 
that individuais realire they couid 
not have done on their own- .r 

MichueI Schrage 

Research Methods 

The Beginning 

nie seed of the idea for this research snidy was bom in April 1999 at the CDA sub- 

committee of the Articulation Committee of Allied Dental Educators of British 

Columbia- There was an oppominity to explore in depth the purpose and need for a 

provincial curriculum guide For the education of certified dental assistants in British 

Columbia. The development of a guide had actuaiiy begun in earnest in 1996, was drawn 

offcourse, and was stailed for a number of reasons. It was imperative to reestablish the 

initial need and provide direction for this important curriculum project to continue. 

The researcher was interested in continuing work on this curriculum @de provided there 

was c1ea.r support fiom the Committee. By workmg through a varieîy of small and large 

group activities, as weii as  silent reflectîve thinking, the researcher was able to uncover 

fhm the Committee a strong level of support given certain conditions. The Committee 

was adamant that the curriculum guide project continue and be ' M y  coliaborative-" The 

researcher estabbshed tmst and a solid, respectful worbg  relationship through this 

meeting. It was Unportant at this point to detennine what colIaboration would encompass 

and how viable it was for this project, given the geographicai distniution of the nhe 

coileges and given the Iimited resources avaiIabIe to complete this work Mer 

consultation, the reserncher decided to make thÏs the subject of her Major Roject for the 

Master of Arts in Leadership and Traming. The focus ofthe research study became 

Creatine Communîtv W u &  Collaboration and TecJiuoIoszy. 



The reIationship of the research study to the Cumculm Guide 2000 was important to 

cl&@ for the both the researcher and the participants. The Guide was a funded project 

with particular deliverables. The process by which the Guide was developed was not 

dictated by the fimding partner, but was identified and recommended by the end-user 

group that it be ' k i y  collaborative." This "ûu1y collaborative" process was not well 

defied and seemed mostly to be based on feelings, ratber than a concrete picture of what 

collaboration would look Iike. The researcher examined models and processes and 

reviewed the literature to lead the group through a collaborative approach for the 

Cmicuium Guide 2000 project. 

Researcher's Profrle 

The researcher has considerable experience working with groups at a distance. She bas 

managed a faculty team of thirteen tutors located throughout British CoIumbia for the last 

ten years. Communication is by electronic conference, ernail, fax, phone, audio 

conference and regular mail. Once or twice per year the tearn meets for one-day 

workshops. in addition she has worked with colleagues by distance for a number of years. 

This expenence coupleci with additional experÏentia1 Ieaming on group development in 

the master's residency environment, facüitative leadership skilIs, and a review of the 

titerature heIped provide direction for a collaborative approach for the c-cuIum guide. 

Research Participants 

There were nine coiiege Catüied Dentai Assisting or Certined Dentai Assistant (CDA) 

Programs hvoIved in the Currîctiium Gaide 2000 project, Eight CDA Programs housed 



in community coffeges, and one distance program, existed in British Columbia at the t h e  

of this study. 

The number of faculty rnembership at the colleges ranged from three to thirteen in these 

program areas. Each college was asked to provide one faculty person to be the main 

contact for the Cm*culum Guide 2000. Their prhary role was to collaborate by 

parhcipating in workshops, generating or delegating work fÎom their program as 

required7 and being a conduit for information and communication between their faculty 

and the project team. Some faculty had been involved since the inception of the project in 

1996; others were new to the team in the September 1999 workshop. 

The following colleges participated in the Cm*cuium Guide 2000 project. 

Co llege O € the Rockies 

College of New Caledonia 

Okanagan University College 

Vancouver Community CoIlege 

University ColIege of the Fraser Valley 

Open CoIIege 

Carnosun College 

Malaspina University ColIege 

Douglas College 

Center for Currinilum, T d e r  and Technotogy (fimding partner) 

The researcher represented Open CoIIege. Each college selected a f a d t y  representative 

for the Curridum Gtride 2000 project. Ail team members, with the exception of 

Douglas CoiIege, participated and contnbuted to this Major Roject research study and 

signed appropriate consent forms. (Appendar C) The hding partner member provided 

input, but was not a fidi participant in the research study To protect facuity identiîy, 



pseudonyms are used throughout this study. The relationship of the faculty pseudonym to 

the college is not named as it was deemed irrelevant and also M e r  preserves 

anonymity. All participants in this study are female and therefore names of women are 

used, 

The pseudonyms used in this study for the seven participating facdty members are 

Susan, Alana, Roberta, Emma, Laura, Miriam, and Lisa. Each facdty member is a 

qualified certified dental assisting educator with several years of teaching experience. 

The researcher provides the reader with her brief observations of each participant to 

provide some context to the €inciings. She notes that there are limitations and assumptions 

made when providing this information; however persooalities, perceptions and values 

influence dialogue and participation. It ako serves to demonstrate the group diversity. 

Susan is an intense individual, speaks quickly and seems to thiak out loud. She likes 

to see the "big picture" and seems mostly concemed about funue implementation and 

implication OF what the tearn is creating. 

Nana is a quiet, introverted person who researches idionnation and speaks with 

tremendous insight Her contriiutions are siWficant when they are made. 

Roberta has a strong sense of values, cautious yet eager to contniute and participate. 

She surprises the group and provides balance. 

Emma reflects her own personal growth and strongly indicates that she lîkes to feel 

that everyone is participating and feeling vaIued to work effectively. 

L a m  is very ûmthg of the group, ükes to ensure that she is really lepresenting her 

faculty when she contributes, and is a caring, supportive member. 

MÏriam ais0 thinks out loud, iike Susan, and is persistent and ciarirying in her 

approach. She needs to understand 60th process and task and her questionhg keeps 

the group both aware and consistent- 



Lisa is eager to participate and contribute, recognizes that she is leaniing, and is 

positive and supportive of the team approach. She provides an element of humour that 

Iightens the tone of dialogue. 

Collaborative Approach for the Curriculum Guide 2000 

" We have to recognire a new pmadigm: not great leaders 
alone. but great leaders who erist ina/ertie refationship 
with a Great Group. In these creative alliances. the leader 
and the team are able to achieve something together that 
neithercould achieve alone. The leader fin& greatness in 
the gronp. And he or she heips the rnembersfind it in 
thenr~elves~" Warren Bennii 

As noted by Mattessich and Monsey (1992), six categories of success factors should be 

considered before embarking on a collaborative process. Collaborators should assess and 

consider the "enviro~ient, membership, process/stnicture, communication, vision, aad 

resources" and see how these w i U  affect the coilaboration. The more open, fl exiile, value 

driven, inctusive, diverse, and creative these elements are the more IikeIy the project is to 

be suc ces^. 

h approaching this project the researcher also explored and read about collaboration in 

Winer and Ray (1 997). They say that there are essentially four stages of collaboration. In 

the first stage one envisions the resuits by working on an mdividud b a i s  by b ~ g i n g  

peopIe together, enhancing the trust, c o n m g  the vision and specifying the desired 

redts. Stage two brings Li orgmizationai factors that may uiclude authont., conflict 

resoIution, stnictrrre and mppon hrring stage three of colIaboration work is managed, 

systems and agreements are devebped, resuits are e v h t e d  and impmved, and 

ceIebration occurs. Stage four continues the collaboration by creatmg visiiility of the 

product, promotîng the redts, and integratmg them hto the system and the commimiry. 



Given the limitations of geography, workIoad, budget, and cornmitment identified by the 

researcher, the approach of forming a team through an intense workshop and then using a 

variety of technologies to continue the work was deemed io be the most plausible. 

Consideration of the factors mentioned by Mattessich and Monsey, the stages descnied 

by Winer and Ray, as well as other literature and personal expenence aided the 

researcher in fomuIating the approach. By creatiag the rïght environment, coUaboratioo 

could be fostered and encouraged. The acnial approach was rnodified from the foilowiag 

plan during the process, however presenting the proposed approach helps the reader 

understand what transpirecl during the actual process. 

The researcher developed the folIowing general approach in the summer of 1999 as an 

attempt at providing a framework for collaboration on the Curriculum Guide 2000. It is 

represented grapbically followed by a List of activities. 

Audio 
conferencing 

Communication 
values 

vision 

Figme 1: Proposeci coIlaboratnre approach 

Establish the team thmugh a two-day interactive workshop that ensmed team 

members do mail, medium and Iarge groap work. Use trust-bdding exercises. Have 

a M e  fim. Use some dent reflection so ail cm thuik. Encourage open and honest 

commmiication. Havc c1ea.r communication strategies m place so a i l  rmder~fand use 



of technology and pmtocol. DeveIop a team name. Develop a clear action plan. 

Establish, then review, expected redts.  

[mmediately after a workshop continue momentum by senduig out encouraging social 

emails as well as  work related issues. Establish regufar weekly progress updates nom 

each college. Remind a day ahead; encourage tirnetines to be kept. Each of us shouid 

hotd each other accountabIe, 

uivestigate using cornputer conferencing for comm~cation. Resistance from some 

college representatives wilI be feit cfue to unfamiliarity and concem about leamhg a 

new technotogy. Constant encouragement wiiI be required. 

Send peaonai encouraging emails as well as group emails. Encourage group 

interaction online as time and energy permit. Use phone contact sparingly and reserve 

this for specific purposes. 

Periodically survey team members about approach, communicatioo and teamwork. 

Hold a conference cal1 monthly, or as required until project is complete. 

Hold another workshop in January to review the work to date, to renew the t e m  

energy, and to set out an action plan for completion. 

Contuiue to work at a distance, adjusting and r e m g  use of techology as 

appropriate. 

Detennine a wav of ceiebratim the success of the ~roiect on corn~letion- 



Once the curricdum guide project was underway the researcher contuiued her Learning 

and came across other work of relevance that Uinuenced and improved the approach. 

One such piece entitled, Twelve Conditions for Collaboration (Appendix D), was 

particularly helphl. Bourget and Ryan (1999) developed a list of twelve conditions that 

should be present for successfid collaboration. 

Research methodology 

The research approach taken in this study was primarily reffective, qualitative action 

research (Appendix F). It searched for meaning, themes and ideas to fmd out what was 

necessary, what should exist, and what was important in a colIaborative venture in this 

context. The impact of technology on human communication was also explored in this 

context to determuie ifcoiiaboration codd exist, and to what level in a technologicat 

environment. The researcher aiso wanted to explore how well technology could enhance 

coCIaboration, 

Triangulation in research or education is used to "reduce the distortion produced by 

evaluating in one context by one method" (p.72) as noted by Harris and Bell (1994). 

They mention six methods of tnanguIation. 

I.) Methods tnanguiation that invobes the use of different information coiîecting 

techniques; 

2.) Investigator tnangdation where three or more obsemers are engaged; 

3.) Time tnangulation that provides perspectives fimm dBierait pomts of tirne; 

4.) Space trimgdation that addresses cuituraI attitudes; 

5.) Levels tnanguiation that requires use of diffant groups; and Iastfy, 

6.) Theoreticai trianguiation that invoIves using dinerent investigators using competing 

theories, 

Harris and Bell &O advocate the use of multi-methods for hmnan interaction that is 

cornplex, as it will provide more confÏdence m the resuit, In this research study data was 



gathered at various times in the project and by a variety of methods. Perspectives of 

participants were also explored. A number of research activities were undertaken to 

provide data nom a variety of sources in order to hcrease the confidence in the 

qualitative approach. 

The research pian proposed the following activities. The plan evolved and was modified 

during the evolution and execution and this is M e r  explained in the subsequent section 

on Conduct of the Research Study. 

Reflect on the Apd 1999 workshop to detemüne the level of interest and confidence 

in a collaborative approach. 

Reflect on the September 23 and 24 L999 workshop and adjust the proposed 

collaborative approach as requked. 

Save emails as data under electronic files For each participating member for later 

analysis of ~omrn~ca t ion .  

Conduct periodic nweys by mail or email. 

Complete in-depth, 90-minute interviews of collaborative participants. 

Once interviews were complete, if warrante4 hold a focus gmup by conference call 

to reflect as a group on the meaning of collaborative approach we used. 

Transcnbe and anakyze the data collected from emails, interviews, and personal 

refl ections and observations to seek out trends, commonalities, differrnces, and 

perceptions. Look for main themes and consîder the impact of the hdividuds on the 

team, 

In November and December 1999, the researcher planned to do individual face to face 

interviews. The interviews were hoped to uncover data m such areas as: 

What has worked and what has not? 

What eIse c m  be done? 

Does it fee1 collaborative? What does colIaboration feei iike? 



Where are the concems? 

How does the distance affect the collaborative nature of project? 

How can distance communication be improved? 

How does technology improve our collaborative approach? 

How does it raise barriers? 

What are the limitations of each technology for our team? 

The actual interview questions that were developed and used are found in 

Appendix G. Onginally, it was expected that i n t e ~ e w  tapes wodd be accwately 

transcribed as is the traditional research approach. However, given tirne constraints the 

cesearcher, in consultation with her advisor, elected to try a diEerent approach of 

listening to the tapes, note taking, obsenkg, reflecting, and integrating the interviews. 

This approach, akhough non-traditional, provided oppommities to keep the i n t e ~ e w s  

"alive" and hear tone, inflection, excitement, and passion. 

Data Gathering Toois 

The foilowing data and tools were actudIy gathered or used durhg the research process: 

Workshop Process and Results fiom ApriI 1999 workshop (Appendix A) 

Summary of September 23 and 24,1999 workshop (Appendix B) 

Evduation of September 23 and 24,L 999 workshop (Appendix H) 

Subsequent written survey on team hct ion  sent in October L999 (Appendix 1) 

Audio conference tape October 28, f 999 

Personai i n t e ~ e w s  with team rnembers in NovernberiDecember 1999 (Appendk G) 

Workshop summary and personai reflections fiom December 13,1999 workshop 

(Appendk 0 
Workshop resuIts and observations fkoxxt Jan- 13 and 14,2000 (Appendix K) 

Evduation srwey sent to members in January 2000 (Appendix L) 

EmaÏI communication over the period September 1999 to January 2000. 



Personal reflections on workshops and the distance communication using technology 

Personal journal 

Literatme review 

Conduct of the Research Study 

The conduct of the research study is presented chmnologically to demonstrate the context 

that led and sup po rted the progress, interactions, decision-making, and changes. The ke y 

elements that the reader may like to watch for uiclude: 

focmihg the team and establishg communication protocol; 

working and communicating at a distance; 

using technology for commuaication and attempted collaboration; 

conducting in te~ews;  and 

analysis of the data. 

AUGUST 1999 

Workrhop preparation 

The collaborative project had its beginnings in April 1999, slowly developed and 

congealed through the summer, and began in eamest in August 1999 when team members 

were identified for the project and dates for the fïrst workshop were established. 

Commuaication was ptimady by email, however the researcher made personai phone 

calIs of a welcoming, social nature once dates, times and people were codhned. This 

persond contact was welcomed by participants and seemed to be appreciated. 

Basic emaiI commimication protocol was established for consi-stency and tips on email 

cornmimication sent to participants. Generai p~c ip f e s  were agreed to; for example, a.ü 

subject lines in exnails started with CG (curricuium guide) folIowed by the topic of the 

email so that message threads codd be f o b e d  W e  aiso agreed to use "reply to aIi" as 

fteqnently as deemed appropriate so that communication wodd be open. 



By establishing some basic communication on email tu set up the meeting, the researcher 

felt that participants would begui to experience the initial stages of odine communication 

and start to fom an identity. This happened to a srnail degree in that the newest member 

of the team received a few welcoming emaiIs and excitement seemed evident by the 

vohme online. 

SEPTEMBER 1999 

Communication occurred more frequently in September just pnor to the workshop as 

travel arrangements were discussed and questions raised about what to bring and how to 

be prepared. The researcher noted that the level of communication was quite high as the 

dates for the workshop approached. [n mid-September the researcher circulated 

preliminary work to date by sending a copy by courier for review prior to the workshop 

on September 23 and 24, 1999. 

Workshop 

The workshop focused on team development and forming an identity, as well as 

producing work and a follow-up action plan. A Summary and Action document was 

produced to capture what happened, This was sent to participants for review and 

vaiidation on September 27,1999 (Appendix B). No changes were identified and 

therefore the document was deemed to be a reasonably accurate representation of the 

workshop. An evaIuation of the workshop was aiso completed. (Appendùr H) 

The researcher was pleased with the workshop as it met the intended expected redts. 

The name of the project was estabfished, Cm*cuium Guide 2000-Educution and 

Truining of Certlfed Dental Assr'stunis in Bri*h Columbia. The team named themseives 

the Xteam for ease of cornmirnication. 



The researcher presented a bnef overview of the MALT Major Project during the 

workshop and invited participation. Eight out of nhe participants immediately signed the 

consent fom and retumed it that day. (Appendk C). Support was clearIy evident. 

Comments fiom participants about the Major Project inctuded: 

" this can ody help improve our communicationT', "it is great to have 
the process examined", "Id like to be part of this research- it seems to 
be e x p t o ~ g  what works and what does not" and " it seems like a lot 
of work, but very worthwhile work, espeçiaiiy if it helps other groups 
work coilaborativeiy." 

OCTOBER 1999 

Distance comnntnication 

M e r  the workshop communication was aimost fienetic. It seems that the community had 

embraced email as the researcher received only two phone caffs, and numerom email 

communications. Several participants had ~el~selected to take work back with them to 

their faculty to work on the Curriculum Guide activities. 

Trust within the group seemed evident. Work was not evedy shared, but it seemed 

understood that the overall team was responsible. In addition, participants appeared 

cornfortable ailowing their coileagues to continue some work at a distance, then send it to 

the researcher to continue the work and m a t e  a second draft cornpihg the work- 

Work taken back was renmied promptly and email communication settied Ïnto kquent 

but fairly cairn Level of communication. The researcher investigated setting up an 

electronic conférence and sent out infiormation to participants. The eIectronîc conference 

wouid d o w  the Xteam to have a vntual space for commrmicatioa 

writtm survey 

A foiIow-up team evaiuation m e y  (Appendix EI) was sent out to determine the 

perception of tbe participants on how weii the team collaborated at tiie workshop and 



continued to collaborate by distance. This mailing also included a copy of the signed 

release form and an article 'Wew Ways of Working Togethei' by Jim Taggart that 

exp 10 res collaborative team communication. Providing learning oppominities by 

supplying short articles for reference was intended to mate a leaming enviromnent and 

awareness about collaboration to improve team effectiveness and leamiog. 

Oniy one survey was rerumed. This was rather surprising, given the level of commitrnent 

demonstrated by the team to date. However, on reflection it was recognized that the 

covering letter did not ask them to return the sunrey even though the survey itself 

indicated to do so. It seemed like a small detail but obviously one that was important in 

understanding expectations. 

Con ference cal& 

The first conference cal1 was held on October 28,1999, a Iittle over a month after the two 

day workshop. The purpose of the conference caII was to update participants on what had 

been done to date, but more importantIy to create a shared space where we could speak 

concems and ideas about the curriculum guide. in actual fact, the researcher had received 

quite devastating news about her work and aithough that was not a major topic of 

conversation in the conference, it did change the expected tone to a degree. The Open 

ColIege Certified Dental Assisting Program was being cIosed after 17 years of operation. 

Team members needed to be reassured that the researcher was able to continue with the 

curriculum guide project. 

The conference cal1 reaiIy seemed to draw the team in again and focus on the curriculum 

@de. In addition, members codd share their frustrations trying to set up the electrooic 

conference. We agreed that it was woahwhiie to continue trying to access this as it wodd 

make the process much more efficient in the long term 



Even though the team appeared, through email communication, to feel cornfortable with 

what had been accompIished to date and to continue with the work, dining the conference 

cal1 it became evident that they redy needed to see the work doue to date on the Guide. 

The timing of the conference cal1 seemed most appropriate and most needed to keep the 

team cohesive and focused. The researcher sensed a renewed enthusiasm and energy for 

the Curriculum Guide 2000 project. Several action items came out of the coaference c d ,  

with team rnembers volunteering to do more work. 

NOVEMBER L999 

CZan~catîon 

Work to date was faxed to team members at the beginning of November. Feedback was 

requested by November 6. During this period of time the researcher began to fiel uneasy. 

Trying to "read" the group and take a pulse on feelings that may be shared through the 

technoIogy was partinilady challenging. Of note, some team members provided direct, 

individual feedback to the researcher wïthout sharuig with other members. Others did not 

respond at all. Some responded with detailed comments, others were more general. It  

seemed as though there was an eIement of concem- what if others Iiked the work and 

they did not? What if they were significantly different than their peers? Perhaps with the 

distance the risk to state one's opinion to a group was too great. 

The researcher decided to make individual phone cdIs to members, seeking M e r  

understandmg. This helped in deciding to hold another conference cal1 to decide whether 

a workshop in December was required to sort through dBerences and d o w  the group to 

move ahead or to continue to work by distance. The confezence call was set up for 

November L8,L999. It was rdatively short. Members were asked to prepare for this by 

revisiting the results of the September workshop and see ifthey were stiII Ï n  agreement 

with the direction we had set at that tirne. It worked weL Communication was open, and 

agreement was reached to hold another workshop on December 13,1999. The researcher 



was surprised, yet extremely pleased with the level and intensity of cornmitment 

dernonstrated by the team members to attend a workshop on such short notice. 

Interviews 

Duruig the month of November and early December the majonty of intem-ews took 

pIace. The inteniews produced a surprishg depth of knowtedge and nch data The 

researcher elected not to transcnbe the tapes into written text to anaiyze, but rather to 

listen to the tapes at least three t h e s  each. Tone, infiection, silence, fiesitauon, passion, 

pace, speed and enthusiasrn were portrayed on the tapes. These factors contribute much 

to the interpretation of oral dialogue. As the tapes were iistened to, the researcher began 

to find emerging themes, elements and commonalities about collaboration. Given the 

nature and informality of the i n t e ~ e w  and the qualitative approach, the data coIIection 

process provided opportunity to meld and thread infiormation together. These 

interpretations integrated into the thought processes of the researcher and Ied to insights 

about collaboration as noted in the next chapter. This approach to data analysis forced the 

researcher to keep the situations "aiive" and allowed blending and Ïntegration of ideas to 

coalesce into patterns. 

The seven i n t e ~ e w s  were conducted in locations that the interviewees chose. One was 

heId at the researcher's office, one at the researcher's home, four at hterviewee's 

workplaces, and one done on two separate occasions before and after workshops. Timing 

was dso negotiated with the interviewees so that there aras transitional time before and 

after the interview whenever possible. The oppominity to chat and relax hetped set the 

tone for an idormai diatogue. MI ù i t e ~ e w s  were taped and done face to face. I n t e~ews  

averaged ninety minutes each. 

Lirrening tu the interview topes 

The researcher has worked with, and known, the inteMewee's for a nrunber of years as 

professional cokagues. LInkage of the data to the red inte~~ewees was done initidy 



and then pseudonyms were assigned. Subsequent analysis and extraction was done using 

pseudonyms to the degree that the researcher consciousIy did not recall easily the origuid 

inte~ewee. This process helped in separating any personal reiationship bias from the 

actual data conected, 

Each tape was listened to once after the interview was concluded and notes and 

observations made. Each tape was aiso Iistened to withïn two days ofthe interview and 

prior to the next interview. This helped in recording observations without the influence 

and confusion of a subsequent interview. The researcher would take this appmach again. 

Af'ter al1 the intewiews were concluded the researcher again Listened to al1 the tapes one 

after the other during an intense session, without making any notes. She then listened to 

each tape one more time, highlighting important insights and referrhg to original notes. 

DECEMBER 1999 

Research interview ana[yss 

Many factors contributed to the varying remlts obtained during the interview process. It 

was expected that results wodd Vary considerably, that each interviewee would provide 

nch new Uisights and that the researcher would benefit f?om each interview. This did 

occtr, and as a result leaming and ndlective thoughts became clear and integrated. 

I n t e ~ e w  questions are provided in Appendix G. 

Once i n t e ~ e w s  were complete the researcher began to blend, integrate and lem tom 

the interviews collectively. This approach was used for a number of reasons. Since this 

project was coiIaborative in nature, the researcher felt it important to keep the entire 

effort collaborative. The researcher chose to Listen to mterview tapes severai times, 

integrating and sifting thmugh to find cornmon thoughts and ideas around collaboration. 

Even though the Int-ews were not intended to be prescriptlve, interviewees seemed to 

Iike the format and it was used for ai i  interviews. Given the collaborative integration of 



meaning uncovered in the i n t e ~ e w s  it would be less rneaningful to keep the data 

separate. IdentiQing the source of the learning also seemed less important than the actual 

Learnnig acquired. 

The researcher Listened to the tapes and took notes of important dialogue that emerged. In 

addition she highlighted her own thoughts that were sparked and gelled as a result of 

Iistening to the tapes. Several approaches were used to glean uIformation. The following 

process was used for analysis of the taped oite~ews: 

I .) Reflect and make journal notes immediately fo Llowing each interview; 

2.) Listen to the tape slowIy, Srping notes, dkct  quotes, and observations. Do this within 

two days of the interview and pnor to the next scheduled interview; 

3.) Listen to dl the tapes d u ~ g  an intense listening session once aii i n t e ~ e w s  were 

cmciuded; 

4.) Listen to each tape one more time, r e f e m  to the notes and making additions as 

necessary: and, finally, 

5.) Merge, reflect, integrate and search for recunîng themes and patterns. 

This resemh approach of Listeuing to tapes several tirnes, rather than directly 

transding hem seemed very workable. nie researcher was concemed that sornething 

may be by not dhctly transcribing the interviews, as is the traditional research 

approach. One intewiew was transmied and anaIyzed to vafidate and compare the 

interview leaming. The researcher noted the following: when listening to the 

conversation anticipation, energy, He, and focused Pace is evident. When reading a 

transm'bed tape it seemed flat, easy for the researcher to skip or ignore unintentionai 

innections, and meanhg seems somewhat Iost without the verbal dialogue. However, it 

shouid be noted that andysis of transcriptions does provide a dlfferent fom of 

interpretation and mfI ection and certainly has been the more traditionai research 

approach. Given, that integration of ideas was deemed to be a strong goa.1, the researcher 

elected to continue with the original Iistening approach, This research method provided 



rich data that seerned to bring out the reflective thoughts, and keep the verbal dialogue 

alive and meaningful during the research analysis. 

December 13.1999 Workrhop 

On December 13, 1999, a daylong workshop was held at DougIas College. (Appendk J) 

All but one participant attended. The tone of the workshop was different than September. 

Very Little time was required to wann the group and we moved to task quite quiclrly. The 

morning went weil however in the early aftemoon confusion, dissension and loss of 

direction became evident. The researcher had let the leadership become more diffuse and 

the group was most dennitely sharhg the leadership. We spent over an hour trying to 

detemine what process to use to approach a task, however dialogue was rich, respectful 

and seemed honest as everyone spoke and participated until we came to rest. By the end 

of the day it appeared that consensus and understanding had been reached in many areas. 

This workshop was Iess directed by the researcher for a number of reasons, p n m d y  due 

ta Iow peaond energy, but aIso to alIow the group to own and work with the material 

and help determine the direction. Whereas, in September, the grottp needed to work on 

process at the beginning, at this workshop process was more ùitegrated within the day. 

ConsidemHe work was accomplished and the grog seemed content and inspired to 

continue the plan to meet in January. 

Conmication Anabsis 

Communication analysis was started in December and continned into Sanuary. The 

researcher saved al1 emaiI correspondence with the participants. In addition a log of 

phone cails and nle of faxes was kept. Communication voIurne as well as content was 

andyzed quafitatively and, m relationship to the mterviews, to see the level of 

correIation. It was not anaiyzed qumtitatively or statisticaiIy- However, the foUowing 

observations were made: 



Email activity was highest fkom a11 participants immediateIy followuig either a 

workshop or coderence call. 

Participants use of technology varied and most used email, but some defmitely 

prefened phone or fax to communicate. For example, they wouId respond to an email 

with a fax or phone d l .  

The communication behaviour was similm to the results of each participant's 

interview. That is, what they said is actually how they used technology. 

The researcher initiated most of the emails at ht, but gradually others began to send 

out infiormation, ask for clarification, and seek understanding or to seek out 

connections. The leadership became more shared through the technology as more 

trust was estabiished, 

JANUARY 2000 

January 13 and 14,2000 Worhhop 

This workshop was a pivota1 workshop in the mind of the researcher. Two memben were 

absent due to ilhess. The researcher, upon reflection, spent probably too much time on 

process due to an trnderlying concem and conflict that \vas not clearly identined. Some of 

the work done was deemed by the group to be an "exercise" and not really solid content. 

Although there was a level of authenticity and respect, there also appeared to be a srnaIl 

amount of rnistnist deveioping. The group seemed to be experiencing more pain in the 

process than joy during this pnrticuiar workshop. The group aiso seemed to have lost a 

sense of the product we were trying to produce. Agreement was made that a collation 

wodd be done and a new binder of information sent to each member. Given the energy 

and cornmitment, the researcher was confident that remaining positive, contiming tu 

communicate by distance, and staying focused on the good work dooe to date wouId get 

the group through this dBicuIt time. Often, just before a breakthrough or exciting 

discovery, there is chaos and confosion. Although it was ctear that the group was stiïi 

fmictionai, it was throm o f  balance as two members were not present This observation 

demonstrates how the group diversity I e d s  strength to the process. 



Email survey 

An email suwey on collaboration was sent to participants following the workshop to 

determine their perception of the collaboration process. This wouid atlow members to 

refl ect on the entire process, r e e d  them of the pain and joy of collaboration, and 

encourage them to continue with it. It would also provide the researcher with some data 

that may innuence decision making and direction. The survey was created based on 

Bourget and Ryan's (1999) 'Twelve Conditions for CoUaboration." (Appendix E) 

Contintied analysis and writing 

With data collection complete in January, analysis and writing was done in eamea to 

pmduce a complete tirst ciraft of the research study in Febmary. The collaboration 

process for the completion of the Cuniculum guide is expected to continue. Work 

continues by distance and additional workshops are planned for Febmary, Mach and 

Aprit with a fmal product expected in June 2000. It is anticipated that the group wil1 

continue to Leam, will complete its taslc, and will have pown tremendously nom this 

experience. As they work colIaboratively they are foming a Ieaming community. This is 

evident in their communication, their abiIity and wilIiogness to share information and 

attend workshops, their desire to continue working together, and their detemination to 

stretch and learn so that a collaborative product is produced- 

The research stopped before the Curriculum Guide project was complete. Some more 

concrete readers may feel that the research is therefore 'incomplete.' Continual Ieaming 

is an ongoing process and we are never nnished m our Iearning. This research study 

examines a group working in rotlaboration duhg a segment of thek t h e  together. The 

experiences they shared m a t e  meaning together, and as they complete the task they wÎil 

go thmugh even more experiences. Some Iiterature alludes to a cycIe or stages of 

cotIaboration. Perhaps these stages were not expIored in this research. IdedIy, it wouid be 

wonderful to foiIow this commanity over tirne, reff ecthg and Ieamuig about th& 



collaboration. Given the unfortunate h i t e  restrictions of time and resources, this is not 

possible. However, the researcher feels that this study provides insight into the nature of 

relationships, perception of collaboratiou, and above ail c o n f i  for us that community 

can be created through collaboration, and enhanced by technology. 

Deümitations, Limitations and the Intluence of External Factors 

Delimitations 

timing of îhe interviews 

i n t e ~ e w e r  confidence 

listening analysis 

i n t e ~ e w s  occurred during the months of November and December 1999. h g  this 

time, work continued on the Curriculum Guide 2000 project. Interviews conducted at the 

beginning of November differed in content fkom those in December. This was due to the 

timing as more relevant information resuited kom December activities. Consequently the 

content of the in te~ews ,  and individual's perceptions, may have changed coosiderably 

over time. For example, the Ftnt person interviewed may have responded quite differently 

had they been in te~ewed  last. 

The researcher became more cornfortable and confident as an interviewer during 

Novernber and December. This factor alone may have intluenced the resuits of the 

UiteMews. 

The researcher, as noted earlier, iistened repeatedly to the intaview tapes rather than 

transcribing them. TraditÏonai transcription rnay have uncovered other information as the 

analysÏs approach is different The researcher does recommend this Listeniug approach for 

similar refi ective quaiïtative action research studies. 

Lhitations 

time constraints 



gender 

distance 

The C ~ c u l u m  Guide 2000 project spanned a penod of fifteen months h m  April 1999 

to Iune 2000. The research study was constrained to a penod of ten months, conduding 

in Ianuary 2000. Data collection was restricted to the ten months and therefore the entire 

collaborative journey was not followed. The researcher, however, is confident that the 

experiences and Feelings of the participants are valid, important and representative of 

collaboration. 

Ail participants in this research study were women. Shouid a similar study be conducted 

with men, or a mked group, there may be gender influences that alter the dynamics. 

Individual perceptions and personalities reflect the diversity of the gmup and do 

demonstrate the richness of information uncovered in the interview process. 

Geographic location restncted the fkquency of face to face interaction and b i t e d  the 

flexibility of responding to participants' needs. For example, meeting one on one or 

creating srnaIl work groups was not possible. The approach taken encourages vimial 

teams to attempt collaboration, recognizing that technology cm enhance it provided 

conditions for COU aboration are created and estabrished, 

Externul factors 

A major change occurred during the iife of the project that had the potentiai to affect the 

outcornes tremendously. On October 25, I999, the Open Leaming Agency a~ounced  the 

d o s w  of the Open CoUege CDA Program. This decision greatiy impacted the 

researcher, who was the Ieader of this program, as weII as the rest of the system. This 

change initiaiIy r d t e d  in reduced energy and momentam for the project as welI as 

reduced activity and interest on the part of the researcher. Despite this, the researcher 

conducted interviews as scheduied, Had this research occurred in a more stable t h e  the 



process may have o c c m d  quite differently. Given the situation, the group was 

supportive and persistent in obtaining its goal. 

[Ilness prevented some members fiom attending workshops. This provided 

communication challenges for the team, tested the values of ûust, but dso heIped us 

recognize the strength of our diversity. We ofien found that we would consciously 

consider how the absent members would perceivr or respond to decisions. 

These delirnitations, limitations and external factors constrained and affected the 

qualitative action research. "Life happens", as aoted by two of the participants during 

their interviews. Change is aIso a constant in our reality. The team was cognUant of their 

need to adapt and be flexible and openly discussed this on the conference cail in lanuary. 

The nature of action research is such that responding to unexpected factors, adjusthg 

direction, and creating new opportunities becomes the nom. 



CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH STUDY RESULTS 
On coiiaborative gmups- "Team mmbers 
need well-deveioped cornmication skilis. 
Bey must also enjoy participarr'on. tolemre 
ambiguity, embrace diversity, and manage 
conflct- " Bdman und Deal (199 1) 

S tudy Findings 

The preliminary research began in Apd  1999 and for the purpose of this reseiirch study 

was concluded on January 3 1,2000. The following section, Study Conclusions, pulls out 

of the Study Findings the important leaming that the researcher has noted. 

In presenting this infiormation it is hoped that others wilI benefit and leam fiom the 

approach taken in this research study. Details are provided so the reader can see how the 

process dolded, where decisions may have either positively or negatively influenced 

outcomes, and to invite the reader to share the Iearning as a refiective observer. in 

addition, extemal factors that altered the energy of this project are bmught io the reader's 

attention, Leaming to Iive in an arnbiguous, changing environment is challenging, yet 

essential, and seeing how others have chosen to respond to change may be valuable. As 

noted by one of the interviewees, Laina, it is very much Like the concept of the "reflective 

practitioner" that is advocated in teaching and other professions and by Schon (1987). 

That is, to reff ect, team and make changes while going through a process; essentÏaiIy a 

continuous improvement rnodel. 

This mearch study is not repeatabk as the situation and context d l  never exist again. 

However, observations made in this research study can provide a base and place to 

improve on other coiiaborative endeavours. The research study is qualitative and meaning 

has been expIored through the researcher's own observations coupled with dialogue with 

the research participants. Three written sucveys at various points m the process aisu 

provided some interestmg data 



The researcher's onginal premise was wondering about the viabiiïty of technology for a 

cotIaborative project. interest was developed and Ieaming acquired that led to an 

exploration of how technoIogy can enhance the coIIaborative working environment The 

project evolved over tirne and the researcher realized, as the interviews were concluding, 

that the really interesthg aspect of the research was not only about the technological 

enhancement of coliaboration, but about collaboration itself and how it could foster 

community, 

htegrated leaming, reflections and observations are woven into the research "story." The 

reader is invited to share in this story, to reRect on his or her own collaborative 

experiences, and if so inclined to contact the researcher with his or ber thoughts on 

creating community through collaboration, and in particular its enhancement througb 

technology. This research study is about collaboration and the approach taken to present 

the information is therefore somewhat collaborative in nature. The findings are presented 

as data, thoughts, musings, observations and colIective wikdorn of the women involved in 

this project. 

The researcher presents this narrative, not chronologicdly, but rather nom a therne 

perspective. She anaiyzed the i n t e ~ e w  data, lirerature review, journal notes, 

communication, observations, and reflections. Five thmes about collaboration in this 

context ernerged through this anaiysis. These themes are: 

1) feeling of colIaboration; 

2) goal, purpose and cornmitment; 

3) the influence of beliefs, values and perception; 

4) techuoIogy cornfort; and, 

5) learning to coiIaborate. 

Each of these themes is explored and data fiom ai i  sources brought m to cIarify and 

suppoa the findings. 



Feeluig of Collaboration 

What does collaboration actually feel like? Cm one articulate the emotion or FeeIing 

associated with collaboration? 1s there one? How wouId you descnbe it? The participants 

were asked if they had experienced collaboration, given their own sense of the meanhg 

of the word They were then asked to desaibe what it feIt Lice. It is important to note that 

these responses were not necessdy linked to the particular team or project that these 

wornen were currently involved in. Rather, they were asked to explore collaboration in 

any context that they had experienced By explorhg the feeling that exists when 

collaboration is present it was hoped that we would recognize it when it happened. 

Many of the participants descnied themseives as beuig "excite&' durùig CO tlaboration. 

Miriam described it a Iittle differently, the 'Yeeling when collaborating is comfort, 

pleasant, the fact that everybody is cornfortable and we cm move on to the next stage." 

hdicating balance, Roberta desmied coIIaboration as a "feeling of being uncornfortable, 

sometimes a sense of dread, of being ovennrhehed, coupled with comfort, excitement." 

Susan expressed how she feels when coIIaborating as follows 

" Its very empowering, you feeI you are on a roll, feel the passion in 
your voice, feeI wrapped up in the morneut, which is rare. ifyou are 
rea1Iy in a collaborative mode you feet safe in your environment, feel 
comfortabIe in the environmen& ready to nm a race, enthusiasm feeds 
on itsetf," 

Susan went on the say that when she is coIIaborating she "feeIs passicmate, excited, can 

not wrïte thhgs down fast enougb, doors open, synergy exists.'' Her observation on 

coIlaboration provides an iosight that was quite reveahg, sometùnes 1 am "feehg 

somewhat fkagmented as the sense of shared space staas to breakup with the distance." 

Mana desmied the feehg of coUaboration as " we have a sense of trust, the product is 

progressing, peopIe are mteracting and a positive energetic environment is fek" 



Lam's voice was animated when she spoke ou this topic and she said of the feeling of 

collaboration " collaboration feek like an adrenaline rush, coIIaboration. ..isn't it great, 

its going to work, aren't we the smartest most briIIiant people, its exciting you get a 

brainwave." 

Lisa took a little more t h e  to come to her description of collaborahioo as a metaphor of 

erup ting volcanoes. 

"Collaboration bas a pucpose, a need to create or make a decision. It is 
a creative process where we explore each other's understanding, 
feelings, and come to some agreement. 1 think it is excituig, enipting 
Iike a volcano, brings out peoples ideas, there may be a series of 
volcanoes of different sizes. You never know what is going to bunt 
forth. Collaboration exists between and among people." 

Lisa's comment of 'kollaboration exists between and among people" is similar to what 

Schrage ( L995) says ofshared space. " Successful shared spaces mate the aura of CO- 

presence; they make coiIaborators feel Iike they're iogether, even if they are not.. . . The 

shared space becomes the colIaborative environment" 

Lastiy, Emma described collaboration as folIows, 

bbColIaboration is ail about communicating, being open, honest, 
truthhl, respecttùl, trying to m a t e  an atmosphere of trust, being able 
to be open." 

She was also carefüi to explain that for her she 

"needed to feel accepte4 m e d  and respecte4 and that my voice is 
valuable. It would not be a valuable opportunity for me nor would it be 
collaborative if1 did not feeI these things? 

The researcher has experienced coIIaboration in a number of settings. The feelings she 

has fek are M a r  to those expressed by the inte~ewees. Be& caught up in the 

moment and subsequendy becoming unaware ofegos, agendas and personaiities bot 

mstead focushg on the pqose at hand seemed to be common. In addition, one feeis a 

sense of dation, of breakthrough wisdom to either a new mation or a common 



understanding. The researcher can best describe this as a sense of "cornmon intuitionT7 

and there is a Lightness in the air. In coUaboration it is the space between and among 

participants where meaning and understanding eCuists that becomes the focus; and where 

energy is directecl. 

Has the team experienced and felt collaboration in this project? Susan said at one point, 

"perhaps in smdI groupç we have reached a man amount of this feeling ... been through 

so much change.. .feel we keep startmg over and it takes tune and energy," Alana 

seemed quite adamant that we are coiiaborating, although the 'highs' one can feel in 

colIaboration are not as tiequent as we would like, because it is "hard work." "Bumps, 

highs, and lows" is how Roberta expiained the groups experience, the road of 

colIaboration beings carved as we go. Aima thinks 

"we are working very welI together because we have a sense of trust, 
the product is progressing, people arr Uiteracting, and a positive 
energetic environment is felt." 

Emma noted that we have to be collaborating within her meaning because she feels so 

good and wants to corne to workshops. One thing that Emma said she believed in a soft 

quiet voice, was "if you love something let it go, ifit comes back it was meant to be." We 

spoke o f  this in the context of the collaborative project. We put foc& ideas, then when we 

let them Bow out and do not try to control direction, if they resltrface in whatever fonn 

then it seems to be right. 

Members provided a written evduation of the September workshop. One of the questions 

was 'To what extent do you feei that distance collaboration for this project wül work?" 

With their k t e d  experience and miderstanding of couaboration at the beginning of the 

project, members were positive in their response. Comments ranged fiom "we've b d t  a 

strong fomdation" and 'krith today's technology we can accompIish the buik of the 

work offnte" to "as Iong as we maintain regolar contact 1 feel we shodd be abIe to stay 

fonised-" Cornpiete redts are noted in Appendix H. The participants stnrggied with 



understanding collaboration, yet were drawn into creatbg the process and exhibit many 

of the attributes touted in the literature. 

Goal, Purpose and Cornmitment 

Having a clear purpose or goal for the team was an important factor in the niccess of the 

collaboration. In the September workshop summary (Appendix H), cornments included 

"we have estabLished a dear direction," T m  pleased to see the continuance of our 

Articulation 1996 goal," and "gained an understanding and clearer image of the overall 

concept." 

On the survey in January one of the questions was "We have a clear and compelling 

purpose, mission, or goal that provides us with a meaningful reason to collaborate." 

The respondents collectively answered this as 1.8 on a scale of I to 5, with 1 being 

strongly agree and 5 being strongly disagree. Clearly, the goaI was welf aaiculatedT 

participants undeatood it, and gave it value. 

Participants in this research study dernonstrated an incredible cornmitment to the 

Curriculum Guide development. They not oniy seemed to feel an intense need to have 

ownership of the intended product, but seemed to want to develop, create and own the 

collaborative process to a degree as welI. From the literature review on groups, it seems 

that where breakdown often occurs is the insensitivity to the need for flexi'ble leadership 

as  the group matures. Often, a group is brought together by a strong leader, staas a 

jouniey but then breaks d o m  as the leadership remabs very strong and does not get 

dinused and shared as tune progresses and the group matures. Leading this group has 

been a Ieaming joumey, puIIhg on aiI the resources on Ieadetsiiip that the researcher has 

at her disposai. Reffecting on the process, while being in the process, then making 

adjustments and changes in the moment has been particuIarIy chaüenghg. Recognizing 



when to lead and when to follow and consepently Ieaming fiom the mistakes provided 

oppomini*ties for change. 

The participants in this group demonstrated their coumitment to both the product and the 

process in their behaviour, distance participation, and wiIlingness to attend workshops. 

Minam used a wondemil andogy of a dinner party to discuss cornmitment and 

collaboration. When no one person has the master menu, but everyone taiks and discusses 

what to have, who wiiI bring different dishes and desmies them in varying Ievels of 

detail. Somehow it al1 works out and you have a great time enjoying the process of 

creation and the product. People need to trust, to commit, and to agree. However if new 

things are bcought to the table there is celebration and surprise, people are fi exible, it 

evolves into sornething not quite irnagined and the dinner party always seems to work 

out. The p ~ c i p l e s  of collaboration exist in this anaiogy, somehow we seem to take work 

much more seriously than a dinner party and pwhaps we stiff e our own creativity in the 

process. 

Collaboration aIIows you to "work with a product, massage if and make it yout own. We 

need to htemalize it- to own it" as noted by Emma. 

Roberta was hying to explain her concem for groupthink that couid occur if people were 

fearful of speaking out and were just beuig 'nice'. She felt being real and honest, while 

respectful, was cballenging. Occasionally she has noticed what she caIled "echoing", in a 

round table discussion for people to express where they were a?. She appreciated the 

silent reflection t o d  we used that encouraged us to &te out our thoughts m silence 

before speaking thereby reducing the influence ofothers. (Appendk M). 

Of note was that Aiana was asked the question, what wouid you do is you were told that 

we were not gomg to continue to collaborate and that one person was going to complete 

this project? The resporise was so emotiond, she was so ho&ed at the thought and 



wondered ifthere was information she shoufd know about that it affected the interview. 

It created such a strong reaction that the question was not raised to other interviewees as 

it was detrimental. This in itself demonstrates the intensity of the commitment that was 

felt, 

Roberta aiso spoke of having a "deep, strong level of cornmitment'' for both process and 

task. She aIso said that on the audio conference people were expressing diRering levels of 

anxiety about content, but were probably really trying to Say, "1 just have a need to be 

together" and that attendance at the December workshop demonstrated this level of 

cornmitment. 

It was evident nom the data that being clear about the goal and purpose, as well as 

cultivating commitment to the process, was vital to the mccess of the collaborative 

approach. 

Influence of Beüefs, Values and Perception 

We bring our own beliefs, values and perception with us in every interaction that we 

encounter. How we intuitively feef and then subsequentiy try to use language to interpret 

for others our feelings and intellectuaf ideas is colored by how we perceive the world. 

The diversity of vahes and beliefs provides an oppommity for a group to seek 

understandhg rhrough laoguage and communication. As we 6 v e  for collaboration that 

takes us beyond basic messaging, meanhg cm emerge and innovations occm: 

Some of the values that emerged m the group that seemed essenha1 to om process were 

m g ,  Iearning, risking, believing, and respecting. Mana said the "group is leaming, 

hustuig, and wilI be more focused and able to work together in the futiite as a resuIt of 

this coIIaborative project" Susan expressed some of h a  strong sense of values as 

foIIows, 



'Trust is to me first and foremost, ifthere is no trust you are not a 
team and you are operating in a very dark space. The vioIation of a 
trust cm be incredibly damaging and quite oftea sornething that c m o t  
be repaired. When that type of hgmentation occurs any hope of 
collaboration is seriously teste&" 

She went on to Say, 

'Tmst is essential in any situation and if you don? have it then you 
don? have the openhg dialogue to create the relationship that lads 
forward to what becomes a coIlaborative relationship." 

Roberta obsenred that we 

"need to respect each other, and recognke that we ail have different 
values.. .that we respect each others differences so we can honor 
thoughts and ideas, not wony where they came fiorn." 

Emma was quite emotional and excited as she explained how she views the collaborative 

process, 

"Perception guides whether we wmt to be collaborative or not. Our 
perception is not someone else's perception. Beliefs, values, cultural 
background al1 influence how we view collaboration. Growing pains- 
we're leamin& sharing, growhg, c a ~ g  and we're Qing!" 

When speaking about the environment is which we are working, Lam observed that 

"collaboration is not necessady that everyone agrees 
with everyone else, people can put aside their individual concerns and 
look at the whoIe situation, it needs to be a respecthl environment, 
trust is important." 

Minam pondered somewhat about people who are extroverted and think out loud to 

process information, as opposed to those who are introverts and tend to be internai 

processors. She often wonders whom she shouid tisten to and folIow, the practicai or the 

academic, and seems somewhat tom by this. She believed that for some people perhaps 

'%e oppommity to create your own thmg is new to some people, that they are not 

comfortabk with having that amount ofcontrol and may not have devehped their 

thnikmg and workmg processes to contribute at the same Ievel as others." She senses that 

they want someone to give them the final answer and describe the CtmicuIum Guide, that 



is, describe the big picme so they know where they are going. She definiely noted that 

and cornpetition influence collaborators more than we will ever know. Perception 

plays a large rolel' 

Trust is a value that d a c e d  in conversation d u ~ g  the workshops and in the inte~ews.  

According to Zukav (1989) ''tnistulg means that the circumstance that you are in is 

working toward your best and most appropriate end .  He goes on Iater to Say "Trust 

allows you to give ... hust aiIows the experience of biiss ... trust ailows you to Iaugh." 

( p .24O-245) 

In October, from the one nwey that was retumed, there was an indication that our 

outstanding strengths are our evidence of laughter, energy and enthusiasm; that we share 

workioad fairly, and that we were satisfied with the product produced to date. The area 

we needed to work most on was Ieaming to question and criticize ideas in a respectfiil 

mamer- Although this is only one survey, and not hlly representative of the gmup, it 

provided one member's perception about the collaborative approach. (Appendix 1) 

Perception is the way in which we perceive the world. The diversity of perception o f  the 

research participants demonstrated how it can enhance collaboration. Members viewed 

the activities in the Curriculum Guide 2000 project either fkom a sense of the past, the 

present or the fiiture. Some members needed to ensure that the new approach was based 

on history, considered what we have done m the past, and reflects where we have corne 

fkom. Other members very much have the perspective of the present in mind wondering 

how the Guide wiif be used and implemented in their program, what effect it will have 

and what they have to change. StÏII others have a hture perspective, wanting to be sure 

the Guide refiects OUT vision, that it is creative and new and demonstrates ou. potentid 

for growth. Some of the collaborative stmggles we endured were reiated to these various 

perspectives and seeking to understand one another. 



It does seem that as people grow and Ieam together that their values may actuaUy shift. 

Throughout this research study it was evident in the didogue that the group was 

identifying and clarifyuig the values they were committed to for the curriculum guide 

project. Seeking to understand one another, trying to see the way in which each member 

perceives the world and respecting diversity was important to this group. They 

appreciated the importance and S u e n c e  of beliefs, values and perception in the workuig 

collaborative relationship. 

Technology Comfort 

Great distances geographically separated participants in this research study Eom each 

other. In order to bridge the distance we used comrntmicative technologies to keep the 

project aiive and continue working when we couid not be face to face. The researcher 

spoke with, and surveyed the group to determine thek initial level of comfort with these 

technologies. The women in this study were not technologically highly proficieut, yet 

possessed generai working knowledge of typical technologies such as email, fax, and 

audio conferencing. The variation in corrifort., access and skills was considerable. Ln 

order to function each participant had to be w i h g  to stretch and to Ieam some new 

technology in order to be on the team. Most participants were eager to leam and try some 

new ways of working together; however, there was a srnail amount of resistance to 

embrace the technology. This was due to the time required to learn how to use the 

technology, their own personai interest, a d o r  the perceived vdue in Iearning how to use 

the equipment- 

For the most part, the participants surprised themselves with what they leamed and what 

IeveI of comfort they achïeved. Each participant that was htem-ewed expressed 

comments that refl ected this observation and noted how they felt about the various 

technoIogies. Kere are some comments diredy h m  &e participants about the use of 

technology for this project. 



Mana says she was 

"'very cornfortable with email and likes electronic conferencing 
especially due to the time for reflection, which dlows time to consider 
thoughts before "speaking". . . the delay helps introverts like me buiid 
confidence and take their time Ui replying. Technology does not ümit 
us in our communication as we have rnomentum, trust, and 
understanding fiom our face to face workshop." 

The "acceptance of technology depends on the type of day and individual need for human 

interaction" for Laura and she explains her observations and reservations. 

"1 prefer telephone contact as this is the closest to face to face 
contact.. . Feel email mistration, do not like long emails as I tend not 
to read the whole thing9 read just for a general message and do not 
really tend to read it as carefuIly as a hard copy. Fax, voice mail has 
limitations due to access. 1 really like and suppon audioconferences, 
but need a skÏUed moderator to keep peopIe engaged. Have used 
audioconferences for 10 years with familia. people and therefore 
comfoa level is good. Audioconference is not good for making serious 
decisions, good for information sharing. . . .we are not yet really 
cohesive, it seems that we left the workshop being caretiil to determine 
the direction, still not al1 on the same train going to the same 
destination. Can we do this through technology? Not convhced that 
we c m  work through this." 

From speaking with participants it seemed that as long as we had comrnoa ground and 

vision we could continue to work at a distance fiom each other. Whenever doubt crept in 

we started to disintegrate and needed to revisit the vision in a face to face mode. 

Miriam's tone when asked about technology was excited, tiustrated, and hunied. The 

questions on technology seemed to provoke significant emotion for her. She said 

"it has been a real effort trying to work with the technology because I 
do not use it nomally. Great source of fiutration. .. felt forced into it. 
Find emaiI to be almost an interruption, üke an tmexpected phone c d .  
Emaii- advantage is that I c m  priat it out and deai with it Iater, but on 
the other hand, when it grabs rny attention I feel confwd Fax is ok, 
sometmies qnafity is not great but iike gettùig a letter. Don't realEy like 
conference calIs, emaü pmbably better because at Ieast know who is 
paying attention, mes nonverbai, facial cornmimication. Conference 



calls can't tell who is there. Found the process difficult, as I really 
prefer the face to face communication. RealIy h d  some of the 
expectations ushg technology rather an imposition, as others cm send 
out theu thoughts and 1 feel that I have to "pay attention" right now. 
People forget that they have choice in respondmg to email. I'm 
learning to ignore emait, part of it is lack of knowledge on use of 
technology, but it is also not a pnority for me. Given my resistance, I 
am managing. It is a second best, but work is getting done. Do 
acknowIedge that technology has allowed us to keep the project up 
front and center in our mi&, but it is ais0 an intrusion- the project is 
able to continue to "Live and progress" between the work~hops.~ 

Miriam indicated to the researcher that most of her information and how she interprets 

communication cornes Gcom her observations of body language and ceactions. With 

technoIogy we share ody part of the picture and she fia& it hard to interpret people's 

messages. She also acknowledges that her resistance to technology is because of her 

preference for persona1 communication. 

Roberta, on the other hand seemed very cornfortable with the technology and felt that this 

project is becoming successful because of the technology. 

'The more frequently we cornmunicate the more collaborative we feel. 
ft is easy to become disassociated when we are so far away; we have to 
keep maintahhg that touch. Technology is brÎdging us and keeping 
the project alive." 

She spoke quietiy and with a deep breath and here are a kw of her comments that 

illustrate her level of cornfart with technology. 

'Technology to me has been a huge Ieaming cuwe over the Iast ten 
years. I'm stilI amazed myselfat a very personaf Ieve1 that 1 can 
actuaily keep np", ' Y ' i g  is great, nicP to have a tangible printed 
word", '3echnoIogy has a way of breaking d o m  walls and barriers 
between people" and "curiosity forces me to jnst open a message, its 
exciting to see it happen so fast' 

Emma fin& that 

" e m a  snail ma& voice mail c m  aImost take over your H e  due to the 
barrage of information, needs to be organized, Can taik and tisten 



better than I can type, so face to face or phone is a more efficient form 
of communicationT' 

rUthough Emma cleady prefers face to face communication, she noted that 

"improved technologies like fax, audio conferencing, and email 
improve communication.. if we had attempted the clrrriculum guide 
project ten years ago it wouId not have worked as well, new 
techndogy has helped immensely." 

For Emma the most important use of technology is reducing the feeling of isolation. 

"Distance is quite a barrier. Feeling of isolation due to geographic distance, technology 

heIps." 

Lisa explained sorne of her feelings about techaotogy a iittie differentiy. She 

"likes the speed of technoiogy, Iikes emaiI and fax as i have a hard 
copy, concrete as a result of the conversation; as conversation itself 
nomaIly disappears in the air. And it never cornes back. It is a 
chaIIenge to represent oral conversation, danger of iaterpretation of 
other people's words. Silence in dialogue, people are a h i d  of silence 
but we need time to reflect Email does alIow you reflective time." 

She noted that there is the potential for "emotion when writing email, better to Let it sit  

We have the immediacy ofbeing able to reply, and sometimes forget that we have choice 

of responding*" Of faxing she noted " faxes- never sure if 1 receive al1 the pages or if they 

go inio 'neverland' and ûusting information goes where it is intended." 

Susan feels that technology cm give some people a voice that they nonnalIy would aot 

raise in a penond group situation. "some peopIe who are introverted actuaIIy prefer 

ernail and corne dive and have a voice that they may not normdy have." Of the varions 

technologies she says, 

" face to face fiords us body Iangnage, oppomuiity for thou& so 
much hidden between the [ines. Fnst choice of technoIogy is audio 
coderencing as you cm sense the tone of voice, sense of hesitation, 
ntmiber of times retuming to a point, and silence. Emaü bas Iimitatioiis 
as  peopIe may feeI excIuded due to lack of confidence in systern, it 
limits responses that may be honest ColIaboration is possibIe, 



expectation of fast tum aroimd tune is self-imposed, 1 Iike more 
privacy of e-conference concept Communicating quickly not 
necessarily a good thing. Anticipated Ieaming attached to collaborative 
work over distance, d i s cove~g  what you don't laiow gives you a 
better sense of group dynamics, have more time to digest information, 
more time to retlect which acnialIy may improve overall 
communication." 

Technology was used in this project by the team in various capacities to help maintain the 

momentum and continue work at a distance. This was moderately successful due to 

varying cornfort Ievels and use and individuals willingness to communicate using the 

technology. Some people felt without the technology we would not have been able to do 

this project, others found that the technology helped but was a barrïer due to the leaming 

required. AU seemed to agree that technology allows us to communicate. but the choices 

and use cm be confusing. Collaborathg in a technologicd environment is chaltenguig, 

yet will improve as technologies become more user f?iendIy and participants have both 

access and working knowIedge of the technology. 

Can we collaborate over distance? SeveraI tunes various participants worked on both 

phone and in the eiectronic conference concurrentiy to try to colIaborate on the creation 

of a piece of the work. We became very excited by both the process and the product The 

- many distant miles between us seemed non-existent. This is one example of how this 

group successtùIIy used technology to enhance collaboration. Of the group process and 

what we are dohg Laura expressed this as "collaborating and uncollaborating", 

recognizing that at t he s  we are coliaborative, that at a distance it is more diflicult, and 

there are times when colIaboration is hard to see, 

TechnoIogy, as it was used in this context, cari be a barrier to collaboration initiaLiy if 

relationshkps are wt deveIoped. It can, however, fLurther the work of people who have 

establisbed a collaborative environment. Technology is thediore cledy facilitative of 

the work, but not necessady faciütative of the reiationships. 



Finding ways tu enhance personai rdationships via technology will be important in the 

future. As the technoIogies becorne more holistic and organic, and human social needs 

are able to be addressed, it is hoped that we rnake nght choices and can evolve as Bates 

(1995) says into "a networked learning society that keeps human relationships at the 

center of Ieaming" as opposed to creating "knowledge in a box that is impersonal, 

individualized, and socidly isoiating." 

Learning to Coiiaborate 

An interesthg situation occurred for the researcher in early December. She attended a 

two-day provincial meeting on another topic. Representatives attended this meeting from 

institutions in British Columbia and an attempt was made by the organizers of the 

meeting to collaborate toward consensus decision making. Unfiominately the group was 

neither pnmed nor ready for this new approach and extrerne resistance was exhibited. 

Eventually the group was able to share some insights and working through the issues 

heIped imrnensely; but it was a very painful process. This experience was valuable and 

this new context provided additional support for the necessity of group preparation and 

ownership for introducing a collaborative process. Was this group actually willing to 

[eam about collaboration? More thaa likely, however they were not given the opportunity 

to explore, create or commit to a couaborative process and that may be one factor in the 

extrerne discodort that was fek in the meeting. 

Research participants expressed thoughts on their own and the group's willingness to 

Ieam about collaboration. Ernbracing opportunity and choosing the co1Iaborative 

approach is a risk, a feap into the unknown, and individuais recognized that this was what 

they thuik they wanted. They did seem to h d  that once they were in the collaboration 

that they had such an kvestment of the, personal energy, and cornmitment that they 

were more wiIInig to hy, to Ieam, and to continue to work together. Emma notes that 

participants 'heed to come wülEigIy to a meetkg, if they come under force they come 

with resistance which h * t s  cfeativity." 



Emma spoke of what she is learning and what the group is Ieaming. She noted that you 

"can't separate where are aii your leaming goes and comes 
frorn.. . .Group is maturing, experience and comfort level improve.. . . 
Learned that there is sttength in viewing ourseIves as a system, that we 
can CO-exist. Before there was fear, now there is more trust and 
sharùig." 

Of ber own Ieaming about change Laura observe4 " If 1 support a change what does it 

say about what ITm dohg right now, isn't it quality?" Laura spoke aIso of her own 

persona1 learning about people, perception, and patience. She feels that by "creating the 

path as we move and making nue we are ail on the same path" forces us to "support, 

reassure and encourage each other when doubt creeps in." It certainiy has made us pay 

attention to relationships and perspectives and as a resuIt we have become "a more 

cohesive group." 

One chdlenge for a collaborative group is to reaiize that the discomfort is part of the 

change process, and that by expenencing this and working through it we prepare 

ourseives and leam to Iive in change. Harris (1998) provides some rich hsight into the 

discomfort of change. He indicates that people who c m  get used to the discomfort that 

comes from learning, "deveIop greater comfort with ambiguity, uncertainty and not 

knowing." He later says, bbsometimes our f i  of failhg Uihiiits Ieaming and adapting to 

change." Harris (1998) says that we need to "Iive a He of leaming." Given the emerging 

importance of values in our workplaces today, he aIso mggests how important it is to 

leam how to "adapt to changing redities without saaificing changeless values.. .remit, 

inner confidence?' (p. 15). Participants in this study reflected the importance of holding 

fast to such values as respect and trust, yet being wiIlnig and open to Ieam and create, 

n o h g  the inherent paradox of süuggie that cornes h m  seekiug this balance. 



Additional observatrOns andfindings 

Three other areas were quietiy explored in this research study, althottgh their significance 

is not entirely clear as they were not a major focus. These were gender, group size, and 

inter-organizational in£luences. 

Gender 

Interviewees were asked about the influence of gender. This collaborative group is au 

women. Seeking an understanding of the participant's biases, needs, perceptions, possible 

"stereotyping", and expenences helped the researcher observe and be aware of gender 

influence. Generaîîy speaking most interviewees had not realIy given rnuch thought that 

the group was all women, They generally work in a female dominated profession, and 

coIleagues are female. Many of them felt they would mort to a stereotype to answer the 

question but did make some observations that are of interest. Susan indicated, "women 

get hung up and are process onented, affective domain, tend to think that men in a group 

tend to be more factual, driven." Alana seemed to feel that "men would not need as much 

social warming tirne, would probably get to task sooner, would they be collaborating? 

Maybe, but not in the same way." Laura said that her influence in Iife bas been female 

and she does not have a lot of experience working in mixed groups. She feels that, 

" When there is conflict, women seem more concemed about feelings; 
the healing and the problems around the conflict get wrapped together. 
Men seem to be abIe to separate feeluigs tiom the issue. Men would 
probably not have the same patience to work in collaboration the same 
way as women.. ..mixed environments provide a better balance for 
work (process and task), perhaps process tends to be 'Yeminine' and 
task tends to be 'male'?" 

The participants sensed that it wouid be different to be in a group with men, or if the 

group was aII men, but they were not entirely sure of what those differences wouid be. 

Part of the difficulty was isolatmg gender fiom personaiity, n o t e  that our team is very 

diverse and that changing geuder wouid add another dimension of compiexity. 



G m p  Ske 

There were ten people in this collaborative gmup. Was the aumber significant? Did it 

hinder or enhance our coilaborative approach? Miriam observed that it "would be easier 

with less people ... more people it takes Ionger, more things to think about, explore more 

options, more stmggie and as a result we have more success." Aiana fek that if the group 

was any larger it may be dinicult. She said, "the diversity of opinions makes for more 

need for open communication." Susan fek more importantly than the number we had on 

the team was how the coff aboration would extend to the rest of the faculty in British 

Columbia. 

Did we have an optimum number, too large or too small? It seems that the participants 

felt that we had a workabIe size, that we had the right representation therefiore the group 

consisted of the number it did. The researcher has felt that a more ideal group for intense 

col1abontion would be seven, simply as it seems more difficult to schedule and 

communicate with ten people. Much larger and it would very dificuit to experience any 

real form of collaboration arnoogst the entire group, aithough srnail groups within a Iarger 

group may feel collaborative. 

Inter-organizationuI N/Iumces 

Many factors enter mto pIay during inter-organizationai coiiaboration. Each individuai 

exists most of the time in their own work cuIture and sub-cultures; and each organization 

has its own mission, vision, values, and assurnptions about working together. These 

influence the perception of each member, eqecially as they try to reflect, mtegrate and 

confer with f a d t y  about this project 

It seems that this particnlar group actudy rnay have round it &ex to establish gods and 

tmst as they were not m the same organization. They had an oppommïty to Ieave their 

organization behind and create their own groop ethos. However, they dso were not as 

abIe to move to task as the cuiture was not known. Aiana noted, "Mimderstandings and 

asmptions can occm based on own cuIture and organization that need to be addressed 



in inter-organizationai collaboration." Emma was able to articulate this as foliows, it's a 

"different space we create pmvincialIy, tramferring this to our own culture is 

chaIlenging. Retreat atmosphere is valuable to escape 60m the forces and daily pressures. 

More t h e  to reflect in a new space, to view things differently, to consider other 

perspectives." 

This group was not part of a corporate strategy, that is they were not "toIdW to collaborate 

by their organizations, but rather moved into this collaboration fieely and of their own 

will. As noted earlier by Paul (1990) often collaborations break down at the faculty ievel. 

In essence this may be because agreement in principle does not aIways translate to the 

practicality and procedures of implemeotation. This particular group was not faced with 

this situation, but rather created their own principles. This may be a coatnïutîng success 

factor to the colIaboration. 

The findings in this research study illustrate that when groups are w o r h g  together and 

striving for collaboration there are many factors that infiuence success. it is important for 

the leader and for the group to understand these factors and create a process that is 

appropriate for the hdividuals in that group. 

Study ConcIusions 

The shidy hdings ilIustrate the nchness of the data coUected, the tremendous dedication 

and coamîtment of the people invoIved in this study, and the five themes that emerged 

through analysis of the data. As a reminder, these five themes are: 

1) Feehg of colIaboration; 

2) Goal purpose and cornmt'tment; 

3) Muence ofbeiiefk, vdues and perception; 



4) TechnoIogy cornfort; and, 

5) Leamhg to collaborate. 

As a conclusion the following mode1 for a collaborative approach enhanced with 

technology is suggested It illustrates the five themes in t6e collaborative pmcess, the 

tools for communication tasks, the importance of shared Leadership, and demonstrates the 

balance of task and process. The shared values, suppoaed by the shared leadership, draw 

process and task together. The vision includes both the desired product and collaboration 

itself. 

Vision 
- cotlabowtioa 
- desired product 

Shared Values 
Task Process 

-communicative technoiogies 1 -féehg of collaboration 
(email, fax, audiocontèrencin& -goal, purpose and cornmitment 
mail, cornputer cont'erencing) -belie&, vdues and perception 
-distance work -technoIogr cornFort 
-face to fàce workshops -leamhg to CO thborate 

Figure 2: CoMaborative approach enhanced wi~k  tecirnologv 

To refl ect and conclude, we return to the originai research stridy questions: 

L) 1s coflaboration a viab1e approach for deveioping a provincial curridum ginde?; 

2) Can technology enhance the coilaborative process?; and M e r ,  

3) Can community be mated through couaboration? 

RevisitUig these brÎngs us to conclusion, undersfandmg and reflectioa 



Is col~aboration a viable approach for developing a provincial currictdurn guide? 

Collaboration is a painful, exciting, and upiifting experience- 1s it the best approach for a 

p u p  of ten people to take to produce a product? As noted by Doug Bowie (personal 

communication, July 1998) "it depends." Doug, as a MALT faculty mernber, gave 

leamea considerable ideas to ponder, and his answer was ofien it depends. n i e  factors 

and situations; the perspectives and diversity; and the abilities and resources must be  

considered in deciding to launch into a full collaboration. 

Collaboration is defmed and perceived by people differently. Before embarking on a 

colIaborative project, it is important to establish what collaboration means to people, 

what their expectations are, wbat level of cornmitment they are able and wilIing to make, 

as well as their ability to invest the, energy and resources. This is critical to establishg 

a common understanding so the group can create a collaborative environment that fosters 

innovation, creativity and comrnunity. 

Without values as an anchor, vision as a beacon, and leadership to guide; a collaborative 

group wilI drift and be lost. Individual perceptions, beliefs and vahes guide, Iimit and 

encourage us in our ability to contriiute, participate, and engage in coiiaboration. 

Establishing and adhering to group principles and values is what can maintain a group 

through a colIaborative process. The vision or goal of a group must be ctearly defined and 

constantly revisited so that participants understand and fmd meaning in the process. A 

leader of a collaborative group needs to consider the diversity as a strength, but recognize 

that stniggie and pain is part of the couaborative process. Leaming for individuals and 

groups and creating the shared space so coliaboration can occur requires leadership 

sensitivity, extreme flexiiiiity, a focus on the shared space and most of aII ûust. 

The resuIts of this research have reveded some insights on collaboration and the use of 

technology that are very vaIuabIe to the team of people Uivolved in this project Others 

c m  Ieam fiom these e-ences and bene& h m  this study of coliaboration. Through 



this research other groups may make an informed decision before embarking on a 

coIIaborative approach. 

Can teckndogy enhance the collaborartve process? 

As kdividuals and groups ernerge, develop and grow; and leam to feel more cornfortable 

and proficient with technology, ihey will Leam to trust technology to help them be 

coIIaborative and to be Iess dependent on real-time face to face interaction for 

collaborative work. The shif3 and movement is occmrhg in small, visible ways in our 

daily [ives. This collaborative team is typical of a group in transition, one that exists and 

embraces technology and yet at the same tirne, prefers to be face to face and recognizes 

that the limitations and barriers of distance cm also be advanmges. In our fast paced, 

"want it now society", we still need time for reflective thought, for distancing ourselves 

and giving us tirne to integrate ideas and thoughts. 

Technology can help us if we use it to our advantage and do not let it control how we 

work. If we consider carefully, how and why we use technology, and not just use it 

because it is there, it will provide us with tremendous vehicles to continue Iearning and 

creating collaborative products and environments. One wonders, however, whether it is 

actualIy the technology that bridges the distance or if there are other factors we do not 

understand. Wheatiey (1994), gives us much to ponder when she speaks of distance and 

the change in our perception of space. "No longer is there a lonely void. Space 

everywhere is now thought to be filled with fieIds, invisîbIe, non-material 

structures.. .expIaining action-at-a distance, heIping us understand why change occurs 

d o u t  direct exertion? (p.48) 

Can communiiy be crealed through coMaboration? 

Commtmity is being created through the collaborative process that this group has 

embarked won. AIthough thû is a srna gmup, it IuuStfates the essence of collaborative 

effort, Senge (1994) gives us  a dennition ofcommunity that evokes images of spirit, 



involvemenf teams, relatiouships, volunteers, and cornmitment. He explains that the 

word cornmunit- stems fiom Indo-European roots and means "change or exchange, 

shared by alP' (p.509) As organizations blend and become more commmflSty-iike it wiil be 

important to notice the core processes that Senge says are ''fimdamentd to creating and 

sustainhg organizations as commIlflities.. . .capabil@, cornmitment, contribution, 

continuity, collaboration and conscience." (p.512). As information begins to flow more 

tieely, as  relationships built on values create a web of mutual trust, and as technology 

advances our abiIity to collaborate, mal1 healthy comrnunities wi1I converge creating a 

global community. 

The researcher concludes that collaboration is hard woric, but incredibly rewarding. She 

atso conchdes bat  prepming a group for a collaborative process is essential for success 

and that technology c m  effectively enhance the collaborative process, although there are 

buriers and limitations that must be acknowledged. 

Study Recommendations 

The researcher recommends: 

That a group embarking on a collaborative journey spend time initially articulating 

what this means tu each group member; 

That reflection time be buiIt into the col1aborative process; 

That Leadership be shared in the coUaborative joumey; and, 

That the group consider: 

- seeking comrnon understanding of the feeling of collaboration; 

- how it defines its goal or purpose and dernonstrates its IeveI of cornmitment; 

- the innuence of beIÎefs, values and perception; 

- expiorkg individuals cornfort with technology; 

- its wilIingness to leam about couaboration; and, 

- the possible mfluence of gender, group size and inter-organizatind issues. 



The approach taken in this research study was to examine a collaborative process that 

was developed by a group of individuals working on a project together. The group 

recognized that they wanted to work together and be "tmly colIaborative." The researcher 

initiaily made an assumption that this meant the same thing to al[ participants and that is 

one of the major areas that needed constant attention. The researcher recommends that a 

group embarking on a coll aborative jouniey vend time initiaily articuiating what this 

means to each group rnember. By coming to an common undentandhg on the 

colIaborative process as well as developing the shared vision and goal for the content, a 

group may be able to move through the collaborative stages more effectively, or at least 

with ïncreased awareness of process. 

Leaders c m  use and encourage good communication that fosten an environment for 

collaboration to occur. An important element to consider is time. DecÎsions sometimes 

are best made when there is time to reflect, but the amount of reflection time required is 

relative and dependent on the issue and size of the project, especiaiLy when the stakes are 

high and there is doubt. As Lisa noteci, "people are afiaid ofsilence in dialogue but we 

need time to refl ect? PartÏcipants need to be "'away" the rÏght amount of time and it is 

critical to reflect and to balance withh the scope. Sometimes reflection can be done in a 

couple of minutes, other times groups need to be "away" for an hour break, other times a 

month of reffection is valuable. Leaders who are sensitive to this wül help the group 

understand the vaIue of reflection. 

Although a thorough exploration of Ieadership was not done in this study, it is relevant to 

note that p u p  rnatrrrity seemed to influence leadership and whether it couId be shared or 

not Confidence of the Ieader in the group as weU as confÏdence in the Ieader by the group 

wi1I influence how shmd the leadership can become m a coilaborative process. FulI 

coiiaboration seems to evoke a sense ofshared leadership; however the researcher tends 

to feeI that 16is requUes a slow Ietting-go, deveIopmg process ratfier than one that can be 



instituted at the beginning. Saworski (1998) provides us  with an explmation of what he 

cd1s collective leadership, which cornes through open dialogue and tmt .  He says that 

when peopIe ". . .sit in dialogue together, they are exercising Leadership as a whole. This 

is nothing Iess than the unfolding of the generative process. It's the way that thought 

participates in creating, but it can o d y  be doue collectively." (p. 1 16) 

It becomes apparent from the study fmidings that in order for a collaborative group to 

function and be successfitl there are a number of factors to consider when designing the 

approach. These factors are seeking cornmon understanding of the feeling of 

collaboration; to lcnow and define its goal, purpose and cornmitment; to recognize the 

influence of beliefs, values and perception; to explore individuals' cornfort with 

technology; and to demonstrate a willingaess to leam about collaboration. in addition 

factors such as gender and gmup size need to be considered in designing a process. I f  it 

shouId happen to be an mter-organizatioual group that is formed to coIlaborate they need 

to be cognizant of the elements of trust, cornpetition, culture and values. Realking that 

ukimately the goal may be to create community wouId provide a group with a sense of 

belonging that may be more intuitive than concrete, thereby rationalizing for some the 

importance of paying attention to process. 



CHAPTER FIVE: RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 
"Tlzere is no 'We,' 

There rS no 'T7iemr ' 
nere is only You 

and Me 
and a[l of Us. 

And then the Dance begim " 
(Barry Oshry, Seeing S ystems) 

Unlike some other major projects, implementation of the proposed collaborative 

approach was actuaily undertaken during this research study. The proposed approach was 

modified and adapted durùig the project and was explained in the study conduct and 

findings. 

The collaborative process that evolved and transfomed over time was very much 

influenced by this research study. Participants leamed about collaboration, lived 

collaboration, experirnented with technology and were given the oppomuiity to reflect on 

how well it was working. 

The researcher knows that the group will continue to collaborate to finish the Cum*cuIum 

Guide 2000 project and d l  be able to modify, change and adapt their style, leadership 

and processes as they continue in this joumey. I f  colIaboration sbouId be discontinued, 

the group will stiiI have gained and learned from the experience so that fuhue 

colIaborations wili be even more successfiil. As these individuah move into othet 

collaborative endeavours they b ~ g  with them their experiences. increasing the web of 

mterconnectedness and influencmg others. 

The research completed in this major project adds to the body of iiterature on 

coiiaboration and technoIogy. It provides an example of how a group of peopte created 

and stmggied; trymg to both Ieam and use techdogy wMe coilaborathg on a pmject 

As they worked together, the pain and challenges as weU as the joys and excitement were 



uncovered. This research explores the rneaning of coIIaboration in this context and helps 

us understand that while coIIaboration was a process goal, it seemed that the ultimate 

goal was to build community. This we did not realize until late hto the project when we 

began to lem more about each other as individuals and realized that our dentai assisting 

educational comrnunity was developing as a result of ou.  collaboration together on the 

Curriculum Guide 2000. 

The researcher would hope that others will continue to develop, explore and use 

coIIaborative processes as they converge and work on projects and community 

development. Collaboration allows us  to focus on the "in-between" space that draws us 

together, rather than on the individual. As our society moves away fiom a focus on the 

mechanical, materialistic, individudistic approach to one that is holistic, inclusive, 

interconnected and spirituai; collaboration can be one vehicle that may help us strengthen 

our communities and develop shared leadership. 

As researchers continue to explore collaboration as a way to prornote a community of 

people to create together, it will spawn new technologies to accommodate nich groups. 

Such technologies will need to be more accessible and useable. in the fiture, global work 

will not be limiteci, nor reseicted, by geographical location. Distance barriers wil1 begin 

to disintepte and we will be more and more abIe to collaborate and work together based 

on interest and oppominity. People seeking meanin@ rich colIaboration seem destined 

to stniggie with mterpersonai relationships as they strive to develop Ianguage that enables 

more than communication. They will endure the struggfe of coff aboration purely for the 

joy experienced when the common gound of shared meanhg is reached. Creathg and 

developing commun.ïties through collaboration and technoiogy c m  tead to a richer, more 

meaningful giobd society. Ultimatefy, as Percy (1997) says, "team is another way of 

saying community. ..truc communities Lve as dose to a state ofperpetual spinniai 

wisdom as is possible-" (p. 126) 



CELAPTER SM: LESSONS LEARNED 
"ColIaboration is oko sbengthened 
through iveaving the web of persorral 
re[aiionships " Peter Senge, 1994 

Research Study Lessons Learned 

Through this Major Project research study much has been leamed First, identiQing and 

articulating that learning is challenging and superficial at best Often the leamuig is deep, 

&tende& integrated, and even unkoown until an appiication is required and then it 

surfaces. The following t h e  key questions will atternpt to demonstrate and pull together 

some of the key aspects of learning as discovered in this research study. 

What have individuai participants leamed? 

hdividuds within this collaborative group have acquired their own leaming and 

interpretation of the approach. Some participants have leamed new techaology and are 

excited by their surpnsing level of growing cornfort. Others Learned about themselves, 

digging deep to find out theû own perceptions and beiiefs. Still others round 

considerable leamhg about the content- curticuîum, Iearning outcornes, and authentic 

assesment. The collaborative approach allowed individuals to become intensely involved 

and committed to the project and hence they shared, iaughed, and stniggled together 

noting that they were being ''truly colIaborative" and Iearning to work together in respect. 

mat Iies the g m p  [emned? 

The coUaborative group has Iearned the importance of trust and the need to rely on each 

other realinng that there were h e s  that some codd participate and some codd not 

These &es made us reaiize that as Long as we adhered to the goals, used the values, and 

continued to move ahead we codd continue to work. The group has ais0 Ieamed about 

collaboration and wüI be abIe to embark with p a t e r  kuowfedge on the next 





1 am leamhg to apply my knowledge in new situations, to take more calcdated risks and 

to fmds ways to share my iearning respectfully. 1 am learning io share my knowledge in 

quiet, leaderhl ways. The opportwiity to be in community with other leaders and 

followers provided me with fuel and energy for a tremeodous growth spurt and for that 1 

am eternaiiy gratefil. 

I am leaming to Iive and be more cornfortable with ambiguity and change. In the extemd 

chaos and confusion 1 seek an be r ,  spiritual space for serenity and peace. I am leaming 

when to Men and when to raise my voice. 1 believe that by Learning to collaborate 

effectively our communities will leam and grow together, ou. workplaces become 

healthier, and our relationsbips grow stronger. 

I Ieave you with my leaming, hope, and a smaU poem to reflect on. 

Comrnunity rS a spirit of leantirtg 

suaking deep within. 

constant@ tra~t~forming 

through collaboration. 

Knoiving the space in between connecîs 

h e m ,  min& and souk, 

in Our tearning joumey 

ive trust, beiime and comerge. 

Technokgy ena6les us to teack euch other 

crearing metnting in  the space berneen* 

volcames enipt in our sn~ggIe to 6ring trrjoy- 

seekntg balance. navness and love, 

Deb6ré Payne Jcmuq  2000 
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Appendix A: Aprii 1999 Workshop Process and Results 

CDA Articulation Sub-Cornmittee 

W O W H O P  PROCESS and RESULTS 

Aprü 29,1999 University of British Columbia 

Preseat: 

O kanagan University College 
College of New Caledonia 
University College of the Fraser Valley 
Vancouver Community College 
CoUege of the Roches 
Carnosun College 
Douglas College 
Debbie Payne, facilkator Open College 
Center for Curriculum Transfer and Tecbology 

Regrets: 

Malaspina University College 

Do you betieve that your facuItyprogram desireslwantd needd an effective proviociaI 
curridum guide? 

Five programs were able to answer yes immediately to this question. Three programs 
were not able tu m e r  yes at the beginning of the workshop due to the foUowhg issues 
and questions that needed clarification: 



that it was important to honorn each program's uniqueness, regional difference, and 
community focus and they were not ciear whether the guide would be able to reff ect this 

that the words "guide" and "currÏculum" were not cornprehended the same by ail 
that there t i l l  seemed to be a question about the relationship of the cornpetencies to the 

leaming outcomes and without cfarity it was dificult to support 
an issue was raised about whether cross cultural issues around values, attitudes and 

beliefs were refiected in the leaming outcomes 
that there needs to be a guide to observable behaviour around the learning outcornes in 

order for it to be an effective guide. 

Note: By the end of the workshop, two of the programs feIt coosiderably more 
owneahip and acceptance of the process. One more college felt that they could answer 
yes to this question. 

WORKSHOP GOAL AGREEMENT 

To have a clear picture of what the finai cm-cuIum projectlguide consists of. 

PROCESS 

Reviewed project history tirneline and budget 

Through individual reffection, maLi and large group silent activïties, and didogue, we 
approached this by placing ourselves in the year 2003, imagining the use of an effective 
guide, and askhg ourseIves the following questions: 
What rnakes the guide so valuable? 
What is m the guide? 
components 
content 
stnrctare 

What guides you in your decision making? 

We then grouped and clarified the responses around two themes: phi1osophicai and 
structure. ThÏs heIped us corne to an understandmg of what we coilectively would Like m 
an effective Irnplementation Guide. 

Ushg the Cum~mlum Guide for CCeriified Dental Assr'stmt Progrclllts in Britbh C o l d a  
Stage One drafi June 1998 as a resource, we coIIaborativeIy extrapolateci appropriate 
content for the proposed ImpIementation Guide. 



ACTION PLAN: 

Debbie to collate information and circulate for discussion 

4) Debbie to draft and cùculate a Letter regarding a proposa1 for the completion of an 
Implementation Guide. 

5) Send a letter from the CDA Sub-Cornmittee of Articulation to the Center for 
CurricuIum 
Transfer and Technoiogy with a suggestion that a Cal1 for Roposals be sent out as 
soon as possible for a project, using the remaining fllnds, to be done fkom Sept 99 to 
Iune 2000. This would result in completion of an Implementation Guide. 

CDA Education Implementation Guide 

(working titie) 

On Aprü 29,1999 Articulation members agreed to the foUowing: 

Through a visioning process, we agreed that an effective, user fnendly guide should 
include the bllowing structural and philosophicai elements: 

assessment tools and ideas 
performance indicatots 
evaluation guidelinesltooIs 
educationai standards 
IeamÏng outcomes for the programs 
specific learning outcomes related to topics 
attitudes and vahes that c m  be artidated to be measurabte 
refi ect the delegated duties as contained in Article IO of the Rules of the Dentist Act 
criticai criteria for clinicai skil is 
defina core requkments for programs 
clearIy articuIated didactic content 
provides guidance as to depth of Imowledge 
mtegrates the cornpetencies where appropnate and stiu devant 
provides a h?imework for calibration 
assists in portabiIity, prior karni.ng assessment, ttansfkr credit 
ffows h m  generd to specinc 
reffects probtem-based Ieamnig or case shidy appcoach where appropriate 



incIudes phiIosophy of teachmg and Iearning 

inclusive and colla borative development process that Ieads facuiw to feel owners hip 
of the document and recognize elements of their programs within it 
facilitates discussion and sharing among dl college proYpms 
living, flexible, adaptable document 
establishes relative importance of cornpetencies 
honours diversity of students, programs, and faculty 
ocknowledges the value of CDA credential and encourages access to additional 
educational options 
refl ects and recognizes unique delivery options 
promotes teamwork and respect 
valuable because it is cIear, easy to use, flexible 
an aid to help an institution develop a new program 
provides academic fieedom 
visionary, yet grolmded in best ptactices 
exhibits and recognizes existence of cun idum threads and themes 

We agreed that the work in the C u ~ c u l u m  Guide for Cenitifid Dental Assirtant 
Progrunts in British Columbia Stage One Draf June 1998 be accepted as a resource to 
develop and complete a user fiiendiy ImpIementation Guide. We obsenred that the 
€off owhg elernents should be considered, questions aeed to be answered, and decisîons 
made for the [mplementation Guide. 

OTHER IDEAS FOR CONSIDERATION 

Resource database 
Web sites 
Case study database 
Course sequencing 
Lesson planning 
Budget setting 



6) Restructure the acknowledgement page to be inclusive of college facuity and 
Articulation, rather than using the term "college programs". 

7) Take the essence of the vision and reduce it to one page. The remaining information 
would be attached as an Appendix. 

8) Combine program goals and learning outcomes in some way so that there is oniy one 
way of represenhg this. 

9) Remove BIoomrs pages for the implementation guide. 
10) Consider obtaining other extemal organizations and associations input. 
1 I) Noted that ody 2/3 of the programs responded to the competency questionaire. 
12) If we use leaming outcomes then they need to be equal in value or set up in a 

hierarchy. 
1 3) Use of the word "skills" was determined to be a misnomer. A suggestion was made of 

using the term "content groupings" and changing foundation to foundational. 
14) What is the relationship of the "ski11 sets" to the program goaisfieamhg outcomes? 

This was deerned to be a significant gap in understanding and Iinkages need to be 
established that are clear and easy to follow. 

15) Assessrnent strategies need to be included. 
16) 1s the mode1 of assesment, planning, imp lementation. EvaIuation/adaptation able to 

"fit" into the guide. 
17) Do we include bridging, M e  long LeaLaing, competency to proficiency models, 

expanded modula education, advanced mdentials, Laddering, and other educationai 
op tioos? 

18) Any graphical representation of the mode[ needs to be holistic and refiect the 
philosophy and beliefs of the progmms. 

A Proposed Shzrctt~re ivas suggestedfor un hp~ementation Guide. 

Section 1 

6) Table of Contents 
7) Acknowledgement page 
8) Purpose 
9) Philosophy and Goals 
IO) Teachmg and Learning Befiefs 
I I)  Vision Statement 

Note: Section t information can be taken dIrectIy h m  parts of the C ~ ~ c u i u m  Guide for 
Certrted Dental Assistants of British CoZurnbia Stage One Dr@ Jme 1998. 



Section 2 

The core of the document would be in this section which would contain an integration 
and linkage of program leamïng outcomes, specific Ieaming outcornes, a "clustering" of 
topics, reference or integration of cornpetencies as appropriate and still relevant, 
assessrnent strategies, and reference to caliiration. This section needs to be clear, easy to 
use, yet flexible for program delivery. 

Note: Some of the information in the Cuminthun Guide for Certped Dentul tLrsisfanfs of 
British Columbia Stage One Drap Jtine 1998 can be used to develop this. The buk of 
the work that remains to be done is in this core section. [t requires a collaborative 
approach coordinated by one persoo, in order to refl ect the oeeds of dl programs. A 
sûmple modeVdesign €or section 2 would be required as submission with a Roposal. 

Section 3 

Appendices 

8) Project Description 
9) Competency Document Evaluation 
10) Vision research and rationale 
1 i )  Others TBA 



Appendix B: September Summary and Action Plan 

Summary and Action Plan 

September 23 and 24,1999 Workshop 

Curriculum Guide 2000- The Education and Training of Cemed Dental 
Assislantr in BC 

Vancouver Commuaity ColIege 

Name of Project: 

Cumcdum Guide 2000 
"The Education and Training of Certrped Dental Assistants in British 
Coltrrnbia" 

Project Team: 

X-Tearn 
Okanagan University ColIege 
Douglas Coilege 
University Coilege of the Fraser Valley 
Maiaspina University CoUege 
Carnosun Coliege 
ColIege of the Rockies 
CoIIege of New Caledonia 
Vancouver Community CoiIege 
Center for C~cuIum,  Transfer and 

TechnoIogy, resoufce 
Debbie Payne, Open ColIege, project Ieader 



Results: 

We identified expected resuits of the workshop in the moming on Thiilsday and then 
reviewed them late in the aftemoon on Friday. Our review ied to this understanding: 

We established the team, chose a name, and developed an understanding of who the 
team was and its purpose. The name of the team is the 'X Tearn" , the X being 
derived kom a number of words such as explorer, excellent, or x-ray. The name is to 
help us keep communication cleiir and remind us that the Curriculum Guide 2000 
project team is separate and distinct fkom Articulation. The puipose of the team is to 
work coiiaboratively on the Guide- 

We discussed communication approaches and the use of technology to continue our 
CO IIaborative work. We recognized that there are individual barriers and limitations. 
as weI1 as cornfort leveis and choice of technoiogy for team members. Debbie will 
work with each team member and try to cornmunicate efficientiy. A few suggestions: 

EmaiI wi11 be used for general information and relatively short messages. One 
message or topic ger email please as this heips with organizing and retrieving 
information. When responding to emaiI use "repiy dl" unless the message is not 
relevant to other team members. (eg. persona1 messages). Al1 email kom now on 
related to this project will start CG 2000 in the mbject lhe. followed by a short 
topic. 

Debbie will send out an attachment to an emaiI to test the technology and see 
what people are able to downioad. 

Fax may be used for paper documents up to 10 pages in length. 

Courier will be used to send larger documents for review. 

Debbie wiU investigate the possibility of setting up a conference on a web site 
specifica1Iy for this pmject. 

Audioconfiinces wilI be set up on a needs basis for discussion. 

We may have another face to face workshop m January to review another NI 
draft and discuss progress. Date and Iocatioa TBA. 

As we worked through various issues and tasks we developed an excîtmg and trusthg 



We discussed the roles and responsibilities of team members and the project leader. 
Team members are to be primady "conduits" or links to their facutty to disseminate 
information, encourage participation, obtain support and advice, and continue the 
collaborative process we have started. In addition, it was clearly recognlled by the 
team ihat there are very real limitations for faculty with regards to compteting tasks 
and that clear, open communicatÎon is most important to the process. The project 
leader, Debbie Payne, is accountable for the project to the Center of Curriculum7 
Tmsfer and Technology. Due to the need to collaborate and the Limitations of 
funding she wiU be the project manager, coffating information, and guiding the 
pmcess. Tasks wili not be assigne& but rather offered with clear expectations, so that 
team members can offer to help where they can and negotiate tirnelines as required. 
Not al1 colleges will be able to participate in each area, however review at each stage 
wi11 be possible. We trust that work began at the workshop will continue 
co1laboratively. 

Tirnelines have not been clearly established. Debbie wi11 draft up the project timeline 
and send to colleges for review and confirmation. 

Section 1 of the Cuniculum Guide 2000 was not finalized and needs additional work. 
It was decided to table immediate changes to this section until work on Section 2 was 
M e r  along given the iimitation of time we had to discuss and confimi suggestions. 
[t may make our decision-making easier if we Ieave it for now. Several suggestions 
were raised and wi11 be considered at a later date. The second draA may have some 
changes to the leaming outcomes, but other items in Section I may be Ieft for the 
third clraft, 

Work on knowledge cluster identification was begun. A comparison of the work we 
did in Nov 98 with the 1989 cornpetencies helped us clarify the clustea to a degree. 
Work on this will continue by distance with a prelimlliary Listing included in draft 2. 

A ciraft conceptual mode1 was developed to heIp us visualIy represent the relationship 
of Iearning outcornes, knowledge clusters, and CDA scope of practÏce. This wiU be 
reviewed in draft 2. Curriculum mapping(grids) were suggested and seemed to be a 
good vehicle for expiaining the relationship of Iearning outcomes to the knowledge 
cIustersers Further maps wi1I allow programs to articulate their own CUTTicuium with the 
map that wiii provide a laquage for communication. 



An immediate action plan to continue the work staaed was developed A longer term 
action plan was not attempted at this time. Once tirnelines are established the action 
pIan wiII be more apparent. 

Debbie presented some information on her master's research project and explained the 
relationship to the CurricuIum Guide 2000. The Guide is independent of the master's 
research. The research project explores the creation of a collaborative distance 
process for deveIoping the curriculum guide. 

Action Plan from Workshop: 

Mu[upina: Continue with the knowledge ciuster cornparison and sorting. She wiil send 
the fl ip chart paper and cornpetencies to Debbie packaged under each of the six topic 
areas, 

Curnostm: Work on a paragraph description of the conceptual model we drafied and send 
to Debbie for inclusion in the second ciraft. 

CNC: Draft out the h e w o r k  and curriculum map outline and send to Debbie for 
inputting of data and inclusion in the second drafz. 

Debbie Payne: Develop an electronic graphic of the conceptuaI model. Work on the 4 
groupings of program leaming outcomes and the specific leaming outcomes for the 
second draft. Input the p r e b a r y  identified knowIedge c l u s t a  uito second draft for 
review, Also need to: 

.Set up timeline 
*Summarize wockshop results, action, and messages. 

FoUow through on communication strategies 

Note: Please cefer to Project Timeiine (to foliow) for suggested deadines for action 
items. Contact Debbie to negotiate different times if these are not doable. 

Points discussed and understood (key messages) 
There is now a fairIy clear p i c m  of the integration of the Leamhg outcomes to the 
disciphe content 
The proposed cmTicdum map seems to help in correlation 



Appendix C: Information and Consent Form 

A Very Brief Oventiew of thik Major Project for Potentiai Intemiew Participants 

"Creating Community through Collaboration and Technology" 

The Creation of a Distance Collaborative Process 
for the 

Development of a British Columbia Curriculum Guide 
For 

Certified Dental Assisting Education 

Debbie Payne 

Candidate in the MA Ui Leadership and Training Program 
Royal Roads University 



Research Question: 

1s distance coliaboration a via6 fe approach for developing a provincial cwrinrh 
guide? 

The fmai phase of the C ~ c u l u m  Guide wiI1 need to address three issues: a creative 
inclusive collaborative approach, limitations in bding,  and a teduaion in project scope. 
The challenge of the major project is to create a coIIaborative process for this f i a l  phase 
so that the stakeholders tXIy engage in the process and have ownership of the product to 
the degree that is it a useable guide for their programs. Crafhg and creating a 
collaborative process while mana- the project development provides an opportunity to 
be flexible, adaptable, and makes changes to both the process and the development 
product as it proceeds. 

The opportunity to create a collaborative process with the program faculty and then 
rnodify, adapt, and change the process as we work together to develop the Guide may 
change the context of the development so that ownership is felt. By e x p l o ~ g  the 
meaning of collaboration and whnt it both looks Iike and fiels like, it is hoped that 
program faculty wiIl become a more effective tearn. Bridging the distance through 
technoIogy is key to the success of this approach. 

As the Stage I Guide was started as an apparent collaborative process there is oppominity 
to explore what worked, what did not and why at the beginning of this h a i  phase. Then 
creating a new process together to support the development will have meaning for 
facuity. The opportunity to l e m  f i m  history w i U  benefit this next phase. 

It is hoped that the redts of this study wÎlI benefit other disciplines and groups who will 
be attempting to collaborate on projects at a distance. An additional benefit is that group 
leamhg and self-knowledge for these specinc program facuity wilI ernerge so that 
coilectively the group establishes some protocols and expectations about working 
together on group projects. This means that fiaure projects rnay benefit fiom the 
examination of this collaborative approach. 

Research Process 

This is a qualitative, action research study. This means that searchg for meankg within 
the context is important, that appIying and leamhg h m  experiences is valuable, and that 
the interviewer and mteMewee didogue to expIore the meaning- 



A review of the literature on this subject has aIready been conducted. The collaborative 
process begins by establishg a team at the September workshop and continues through 
the use of technology to bridge the distance. Members of this a m  wilI be asked to 
participate in the research study through an in-depth i n t e ~ e w  about their experiences 
with the collaborative process and possibly to participate in a subsequent focus p u p .  
The attached form explains the temis and conditions of the research. 

Action Research Study : 

i h b e r s  of the Cumèulum Guide projecz team r d  be usked 20 volunteer as research participants. 

Research participunts wiIl be interviewed for approximaute[v 90 minutes in November 1999 about their 
thoughts, feelings and experiences in the collaborative process 

Obsenratiom will be made on the use of technology and the efectiveness ofit on the collaborative 
process 



Master of Arts Leadership and Training ( Royal Roads University) 

Researc h Participant Consent Form 

Research Project Title: The Creation of a Distance Coiisrboration Process for the 
Development of a British Columbia CurricuIum Guide for 
Certified Dental Assisting Education 

Reseacher: Debbie Payne, Masters candidate 

The purpose of the research study is to explore the coUaboration experience, what works, 
what does not and how it feeIs. The intent is to corne to an understanding of what 
collaboration both Loo ks and Feels like and to understand the meaning of it in the context 
of developing a curriculum guide by distance. 

Pfease read the jollowing information carefufiy. lfyou agree. and consent to participate in this research 
stu& pieuse sign beïow and retum this tu De6bie Payne. 

The interviews wilI be heId face to face or by teIephone at your convenience. 
interviews will be approximately 90 minutes. Subsequent interviews may occur. 

AI1 information obtained in this study will be kept coafidential in a safe and secure 
place by the cesearcher. 

Al1 hteMews of focus group sessions wiII be audio taped andor trmsmied by the 
researc ber. 

At any time during taping you may choose to tum off the tape or request that the tape 
not be transcriiled, 

EmaiI or  conference caiIs may aiso be used for data colIection. 

Your identity wil1 be kept comdentid as pseudonyms wüi be  used in the study. 

The facuity advisor fiom Royal Roads wilI have access to the cummulative data 



Questions and comments about the research process are welcomed at any time. 

Al1 rough notes, joumak and tapes will be destroyed on project cornpletion. 

Every effort will be made to maintain ail ethical and personal standards to honour al1 
the participants in this study. 

The data nom your inte~*ews may be used in other forms such as submissions to 
professionai joumals, maintainhg the same standards of confidentiality and 
monymity. 

Your participation in this study is voIuntary and you may withdraw at any time. 

Your signature indicates that you have understood the information regarding the research 
project and agree to participate under these conditions. You should feel tiee to ask 
questions for clarification at any tirne during the research study. If you have M e r  
questions conceming matters related to this research, please contact Debbie Payne. 

Participant Name( please print and sign Date 

Date 



Appendix D: Twelve Conditions for Collaboration 

Twelve Conditions for Collaboration 

Bourget,L. andRyanJC 

The Journal for Quaiity and Participation 

Cincinnati 

MayIJun 1999 

I .) Clear and compelling purpose, mission, or goals, a meaningful reason 
to collaborate that yieIds visible results that make a difference. 

2.) Agreement that collaboration is the best way to proceed, not just the 
assumed way, that diverse skiIIs, viewpoints, andor stakeholder input 
are essential, 

3.) A cornmitment to a win-win approach, a conscious choice to collaborate, 
to shift fiom power over to power with people, rather than to compete or 
achieve only as individuais. 

4.) Leadership support fkom upper management or a champion wii power, integrity, 
and a whole-systems perspective to manage resources, rewards, and interdependencies. 

5.) Involvement of and active partnering by ail, across functrtons and Ievels, 
giving input and having a voice in the decision-making process for how 
input is used. 

6.) WeDdefined, systematic, open, honest inclusive communication processes, 
and dear groond d e s  to create tmst and efnciency. 

7.) Clear expectations for d e s  and responsibilities, decision making, 
and risk toIerance, which heIps members to be pmductive and neative sooner. 



8.) Group members committed to creating a positive working atmosphere, including 
processes that show the value of each individual's contn-bution. 

9.) Cornmitment to ongoing Ieamhg; Creathg anmrers together, tolerating 
ambiguity, rather than having to corne with the answers a h d y  formed. 

10.) An appreciation of diversity as a catalyst for creativity, including 
skilis, experiences, thinking styles, cuIhiral and ethnic backgrounds, 
and perspectives. 

l I .) A clear action plannihg process, Uicluding both strategic and operational 
variab tes, 

12.) The group strengthens the individuals and the individu& strengthen 
the group: expanding comfort zones by combining safety and challenge, trust 
and risk, giving and asking for the best, committed to each others' success. 



Appendig E: Adapted Survey 

Major Roject Collaborative Stuvey 

January 26,2000 

Ptease choose and circle the most appropriate response that yuu fiel best represents our 
cotiaborativejmey tu date. 

I Strongly Agree 
2 Agree 
3 Sornewhat agree 
3 Disagree 
4 Strongly disagree 

1. We have a clear and compellmg purpose, mission, or goal that provides us with a 
rneaningful reason to colIaborate. 

2. We agree that collaboration is the best way to proceed, not just the 
assumed way, and that diverse skills and viewpoints are essentiai. 

3. W e  have a cornmitment to a win-win approach with a cooscious choice to colIaborate, 
to shift fiom power over people to power with people, rather than to compete or 
achieve ody as mdividuals. 

4. Our IeadershÏp is shared with htegrity and a whoie-systems perspective to manage 
resources. rewards, and interdependencies. 



5. We have welI-defined, systematic, open, honest inclusive communication processes, 
and clear ground rules to create trust and efficiency. 

i 2 3 4 5 

6. We have clear expectations of roles and responsibilities, decision making, 
and risk tolerance, which helps mernbers to be productive and mative sooner. 

7. Our group members are committed to creating a positive working atmosphere, 
including processes that show the value of each individuai's contniution. 

8. We have a cornmitment to ongoing leaming; creating answers together and tolerating 
ambiguity. 

9. We demonstrate an appreciation of diversity as a catalyst for creativity, including 
skitls, experiences, thinking styles, cultural and ethnic backgrounds, 
and perspectives. 

10. The group strengthens the individuah and the ùidividuals strengthen 
the group: expandiag cornfort zones by combining safety and challenge, trust 
and rïsk, giving and askmg for the best, committed to each others' success. 

Please r e m  this m e y  to Debbie Payne by forwardmg the email to deb bie~(aola.bc.ca 
or fax to 43 1 3387. Th& you. 

A d o p t e d m  Bourget, L. and Rym, K Twelve Conditions-far ColZaboratt8n, The 
Jarnial for Quaiity and Pàrtic@ation. MayIJm 1999 CinaCImatr~ 



Appendix F: Action Research 

The forcndation of Action Research is Qualitative. 
Action research consists of a famiIy of research methodologies, which pursue 
action and research outcomes at the same t h e .  It therefore has some compooents 
that resemble consultaocy or change agency, and some, which resemble field 
research- 
Action research is responsive. It has to be able to respond to the emerging needs 
of the situation. It must be flexible in a way that some research methods cannot 
be. 
The responsiveness of action research ailows it to be used to develop hypotheses 
tiom the data, "on the run" as it were. Tt can therefore also be used as a research 
tool for investigative or piIot research, and generally for diagnosis or evaluation. 

Action research tends to be.,. 
8 cyclic - similar steps tend to recur, in a simi1a.r sequence; 

participative - the cIieats and Uiformants are involved as partners, or at l e s t  
active participants, in the research process; 

8 qualitative - it deals more o h  wiih ianguage than with numbers; and 
8 reflective - critical refiection upon the process and outcomes are important parts 

of each cycle. 

The cycle best known is from Australia, that of Stephen Kemmis and his colleagues at 
Deakin University. The steps are: 
pian -> act -> observe -> reflect (and then -> plan etc.) 

Qualitative Research 

C E  Central tendencies R: Ranges 

CT: Qualitative research is synonymous with ethnographie and participant 
observation methods, 
Research traditions h m  education, socioiogy, and anthropoIogy. 



Et: Qualitative research has multiple meanings when it cornes to metho& 
Qualitative research c m  also include methods from fields Iike communication (e.g., 
discourse anaiysis or conversation analysis), 

CT: Quafitative research is conducted fkom a scientific perspective. 
Much of qualitative research is practiced from a scientific viewpoint. It is legitimized 
by its resemblance with quantitative approaches 

R: Qualitative research c m  be conducted nom a number of contexts. 
There is artistic or literary quaiitative research, which is based upon an artist's way of 
practice and knowledge production. 

CT: The end product of qualitative research project resembles the style of a classic or 
traditional research report. 
For the most part, qualitative researchers' reports of their work approxirnate the 
shapes of a traditional research report: problem, Iiterature review, hypothesis(es) 
ancilor research questions, method, anaiysis(es), discussion, and conclusion(s). 

R: Qualitative research may produce a variety of f i a l  products, which include poems, 
collages, pictorials, videos, and dinicd pieces. 
Qualitative researchers may also choose literary or dstic modes of re-presentation 
for their work. 

Resources: 

Dan Maclsaac, "An Introduction to Action Research," 1995, 

O"BBrien, Rory, An overview of the Methodological Approach of Action Research 

Howell FaÏth, Action Leamhg and Action Research in Management Education and 
DeveIopment 

Bnnning m, l?rofesSonai DeveIopment d g  Action Research 

Lord, James, Appreciative InquÏry 



Kerlin 
Bobbi, Quaiitative Research Page, this is an amaeng research page, probably the ody 
one you will need, it includes qualitative research paradigms, genres, and methods. 
h~Y/w.oi~pdx,edu/-kerluib/aualreseach/ 



Appendix G: Interview Approach and Questions 

The purpose of this i n t e ~ e w  is to explore together sorne of our thoughts, feelings and 
experiences about working together in a collaborative team environment. It is not often 
people make time to sit and explore the meaning of relationships or to try and get to the 
source ofwhy things work or why they do not. This interview wiII be a dialogue between 
us as we try to explore the meanhg of collaboration together. One focus will be on the 
impact of working through technology- the limitations and advantages. We will also 
examine the inter-orgnnizational issues such as diEerence in culture, mandate or 
philosophy. The i n t e ~ e w  is not a formal structured intewiew, but one in which these 
questions will guide us in meaninghil dialogue. We may not get through d l  the questions 
or there may be other related ones we want to explore. The interview will take 
approximately 90 minutes. 

1. We are collaborathg over distance for some of our work and trying to use technotogy. 
We have used fax, emaiI, phone, conferencing, mail a d  atternpting to set up an 
electronic conference. 

Lets chat about your personai preferences, what works for you- what are the limitations, 
barriers, successes, leamings, fiequency of commrmication. What are your thoughts and 
feelings on this? 

2. Some people feel that coUaboration is reaIly about creating shmd meaning and 
understanding through the use of shared space. Others feel that conaboration is a feeling, 

others feel that it is more tangible, for example that the product is colIaborative if 
ownership is fek by the parties inwlved. 

What do you feei coilaboration is alI about? Are we working in a collaborative 
environment? How do you feeI about a product that is produced colIaborativeIy? 

What do and dont you Wre about coiIaboratÏon? What limitsitions do you see? How 
would you desmie what our group is experiencing? 



What does collaboration actudly feel me? 

3 h  yuur experience, is working with interorganizational collaborators diKerent than 
working with people in collaboration within the same organization? 

Consider culture, philosophy, cornpetition, trust. 

4. What leamhg has occurred for you to date as a result of this collaboration? 
Considering the process of how we work together, how well is it working and why? 

What Iearning do you thuik has occurred for the group? 

5- Do you believe that gender influences or contributes to the working environment? in 
what way? 

This particular project has 10 members- how does the nimiber of people influence the 
way we work together? 

6. If you had an opporhinity yourseff to set up and lead this project again with the same 
team of people what wouId you do the sarne in the procas? What wouId you do 
different [y? Why? 

What if the team members had not worked together before- what wou1d you do to 
encourage coIIaboration? 



Appendix H: September 1999 Workshop Evaluation 

Curriculum Guide Workshop Evaluation 

September 23 and 24,1999 

Please do not put your name on this document. 

Eight people aftended the full two days of workshops, one person attended 1.5 days. 
Eight people completed the survey at the end of the workshop. 

1. To what extent did this workshop meet yourpersonal expecfatons? 

Not at al1 Totdy 

Comments: 

1 needed to meet with the participants and build a new understanding 
Good to see tanginble materid produced in this workshop. Glad to see people 

"new and already ken there" corne together and still wanting to go forward! 
I got a better understanding of the duection in which we are going 
Bit more productive than 1 thought but your Frameworks were critical to our 

movement 
My expectations were non-existent 



2. To what extent did this workshop meet its expected results? 
Not at aU TotaiIy 

Comments: 

We were very close 
Too much time on process the first day 
Thought we did really we11 
LOI I L items ( expected results) discussed and worked on 
Well managed. Thank you Debbie For scribing some thoughts in this area prior 

to the workshop 
Well orchestnted 

3. To what extent to you tee1 that distance coNaboration for this project wül 
work? 
Not at di Total1 y 

Comments: 

We'll do our best but (ife happas 
1 think it is doable 
I think we've buik a strong foundation 
I feei we are al1 on board now and as long as we maintain regular contact 1 feel 

we should be abIe to stay focused for this year 
I th* peopIe wiII try very hard to keep workïng coiiaboratively, more trust is 

estabiished 
sorne hesitation about it 



feel that with today's technoiogy we can accomplish the bulk of the work offsite 
so to speak. Perhaps one mure face-to-face to review a draft revision of the 
document. 

4. The most vaiuable aspect of this workshop for me was 
working on knowledge clusters because of the items that came up for discussion 

and Iistening to other people's rationaie 
your fairly clear vision about it to help guide us because we haci k e n  without a 

leader before and you have done very well in helping us to focus both with 
process and tasks. 

gaining an understanding and clearer image of the overail concept 
the openness of the group because everyone's thoughts were tnily vdued 
seeing the grid and framework produced tu depict the use of Iearning outcomes 

because 1 didn't know how to apply the leming outcomes into the curriculum 
prior to this session 

doing expected results and what was brought up in it 
making significant progress ( eg curriculum mapping, beginning the rnmiage 

process of cornpetencies and ski11 sets because this was our goal 
the opportunity to listen and reflect on the project's progress because 1 had 

missed the early development of the cum~cuIum project for the year 2000 project. 

5.1 wouid have liked to vend more time on 

seemed to meet need- not able to respond to this 
finish up clusters and review in large group 
task but appreciated the validation process because of the new people at the 

table and because of the new direction of the project 
1 think we accomplished a lot in the time we had 
tasks to help us move forward-possibIy a srnaII mode1 to take back to home 

Faculty 
tasks- 1 think the need to dlow everyone to be okay with emotions often 

interferes with geaing on with business, but 1 also recognize the value- A FINE 
BALANCE 

tasks- but that's my personal preference 



6. For me, the key factors to pay attention to in order to be 
successhi are 

communication (effective) with one another 
remembering yourself and rerninding othen this is your project 
communication with the group 
communication, staying focused seeing proofs(drafts) 
not to get bogged down in detail, keep moving on big piettire, clearly know 

whats expected as 1 cm provide assistancehot get side-hacked 
keep the momemtun, communicate effectively with ai1 t e m  members, stay 

focused, work collaboratively 
communicating effectively with members in this project and be a conduit to 

faculty and admin in our coileges, meeting deadlines, maintaining continuity 

7. The workshop wodd have been better if the facilitator had 

not had to Wear so many hats! 
at times moved things dong a bit k t e r  
good use of time 
not applicable 
was very well facilitated 
you did a great job- thanks 

8. I also wanted to Say 

I'm excîted about this Project and Iook forward to tiilking about it with our tem. 
Felt weIcomed into a smdi group that has been together for a long time on this 
projec t. 

I think you are a remarkabIe inteHigent, mindful, professionai leader. Thanks for 
a productive two days. It is aii coming together and going somewhere. YES! 

al1 was said 
Thank you Debbie. I'm looking forward to working on this and seeing this 

project to closure, 
*Th&! 
Thank you so much, Debbie. You are the vital ünk to keeping this project dive, 

1 so Iook forward to utilizing the 
CunicuIum Guide for CDA's 2000" Thanks for ai1 the extrasi-&ts, pIay-dough 
etc. Your creativity enhanced the effectiveness of the workshop. 



I'm pIeased to see the continuance of our Articulation Cornmittee 1996 god for 
a c ~ c u l u m  guide that serves as a visionq yet specificlrealistic overview of 
what currently is practices is the education of CDAs in BC and is functionai for 
the purposes of PLA, transfer credit, standardization of assesment etc. 1 
understand that the Cumculum Guide for CDA Prograns in BC and the 
Curriculum Guide- Year 2000 are 2 sepante projects that support each other. 
Thanks! 

Key Points to remember: 

We are responsible for creating a product that we can use 
We want the Guide to be user fiendiy and flexible. We feel we have established a clear 

direction and fomdation for this to be possible. 



Appendix 1: Letter and reflective evaluation tool 

October 8, 1999 

Dear 
1 sincerely thank you for agreeing to participate in my Master's Project, "Bridges to 
Mev[eaning" which wiil explore the viability of coilaboration tbrough distance technology. 
As you are aware the project research will be conducted in the context of developing the 
CurricuIum Guide 2000, 

The research I am conducting involves you as a research participant. As this is an action 
researc b, qua[ itative study your opinions as  weU as the dialogue we share al1 contribute to 
the research data I will be contacthg you in the near fùture to find a mutuaily agreeable 
t h e  For an interview discussion. We will need about 90 minutes of unintempted thne. 
The interview is not a formai, structured interview but rather will be a more reIaxed, 
guided discussion with the intent to uncover attitudes, feelings, expectations. barriers, 
expenences and Ieaming about interorganizational collaboration at a distance. 

I encourage you to jot d o m  any notes or feelings you have around the collaborative 
process as we are working through it and to share these with me if you like. This is 
certainly not required in any way, but is ody nrggested to you as an option. 

Enclosed please find a copy of the signed release form for your own fiIe. 1 have nlso 
enclosed a short article entitied " New Ways of Worhg Together Part iI" which you 
may find of interest as we explore this journey together. The article was recently written 
by J i m  Taggart, an ernployee of HRDC in New Brunswick who is afso one my classrnates 
at Royal Roads. 

I look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Debbie Payne 



Refiective Evaluation of the X-Team (as of October 8,1999) 

1. PIease take a few moments of your tÏme and cornpiete this evaluation form as it 
relates to the Sept 23/24 1999 workshop for the Curriculum Guide 2000 and our 
contuiued work by distance. The information will be used to miprove our 
communication and may contniute to the Major Project research. 

Rate the X-Tarn's effectiveness in each of the items beIow, using the following four- 
point scale. In other words, how well do you thïnk we are doing as a team? 

4 Outstanding: A consistent strength of  the team 
3 Cornpetent: our team is usuaiIy effective in this area 
2 Developing: we had some problems in this area, but we're improving 
I We had problems we were unable to solve 

- I. Ail members share their ideas Eeely. 

- 2. The team coliaborated effectively at the workshop. 

- 3. We offer support and encouragement to each other. 

- 4. Our iaughter, energy and enthusiasm is evident. 

- 5, We listen wel1 to each other. 

- 6. We trust each other to work towards the cornmon goals we set. 

- 7. We explore aiternate ideas, 

- 8. We share workioad fairly. 

- 9. We are satisfied with the product produced to date. 

- 10. We question and crïticize ideas in a respecdul mamer. 

- 1 1. We are working coiIaboratively by distance. 

To improve our team and the work we wiII do together we need to 

TRank you. Pfease return to Debbie Payne- 



Appendix J: December Workshop Summary and Action 

Curriculum Guide 2000 

Workshop Summary and Action 

December 13,1999 

Douglas CoiIege 

Present: 

Regrets: 

ColIege of the Rockies 
Okanagan University College 
Coliege of New Caledonia 
Maiaspina University ColIege 
Dougias College 
U.C. of the Fraser Valley 
Carnosun CoIIege 

Debbie Payne Open College 

Vancouver CommMity CoUege 
Center for CurriCUInm, T d e r  and TechnoIogy 

Pumose 
We agreed that our primary purpose for this day was to use the 1989 Cornpetencies as a 
base fiom which to buiId our cIusters. The assumptions we made were; 



that every program was developed based on these competencies 
and that gives us common ground 

that sorting the competencies together provided us with ownership 
and understanding around decision making 

We agreed to work in a large group format 
We sorted the competencies under each of the six domains, refining the pleliminary sort 

done in September and completed by Malaspina. This took us until Iunch tirne. 
m e r  lunch we had a lengthy discussion to try and corne to te= with what to do next 

and how to approach clustering. UCEW presented another type of tabIe that could be used 
or adapted. We considered severaI approaches- whether to focus on detailed content 
knowIedge, try visiting the Iearning outcornes, develop a template for the cIusters, or ûy 
grouping like competencies together into clusters. We settled on the latter. 

We sorted the competencies under each domain mto topic clusters. 
We revisited the administrative domain and came up with a workable solution as noted 

in the decision beIow. 

As a result of our work with these we came to several decisions: 

The administrative domain was not workabie. We decided to detete this as a domain 
and integrate the administrative competencies into the foundationai domain. This left 
us with 5 domains- foundationai (consider changing this to 
fimdamental?),assessment, preventive, operative, professiood. 

When we looked at the Iearning outcomes again we came to the conciusion that 
adding business to the 4& one was not representative and seemed to be confusing. 
M e a d  we created a 5' leaming outcome caffed " technologies for communication" 
whkh wüI address the use of fa, email, writing, phone or other technologies used tu 
communicate with patients such as cornputer soffware for patient education or case 
study presentation. We then had 5 Iearning outcomes and 5 domains which leads us to 
feeI more baIanced Detaik under ihis 5h domain have yet t be determhed 

Action 

Debbie wiIi type ap a group sMunary and efnaiL it to the participants for conhation. 



Debbie wif1 type up the cIusters under each name. She wiII choose prehinary topic 
names that can then be refined by the group. 

CNC, UCFV and Debbie will work on a template for the clusters. 

Our remaining work indudes fmdizing leaming outcomes, agreeing to a template for 
the clusters, finalking the clusters, rewriting the description of the domains, choosing the 
leaming outcomes that best fit each ciuster, and doing the assessrnent work Once d l  of 
this is doue we will then need to cornelete the rest of Section 2 which provides us with 
detivery strategies, ideas and options. For January 13/14 we will need to be focused and 
dear on what we can accomplish in two days. 



Appendix K: January 2000 Workshop Summary 

Summary January 13 and 14,2000 

Curriculum Guide 2000 Workshop 

Vancouver Community CoUege 

Present: VCC 
Malas pina 
Camosun 
CNC 
Douglas 
UCFV 
C2T2 
Debbie Payne, OLA 

Regrets: COR 
OUC 

Go&: To continue working on the clustering of cornpetencies and begin some 
preüminary work on assessment. 

W e  met, reviewed the agenda and agreed to move ahead. We started by looking at the 
clusters that we worked on in December, reviewed the proposed names and spent a 
considerable amount of time chooshg more appropriate names for each cluster. While we 
did this we chatted about the meanhg of the cluster and what it might dso contain. 

Debbie provided an outline of what is covered in the domains of the NDAEB so that we 
couid ensure that we were being hcIusive and cognizant of the national approach. We 
also compared our dusters to &e NDAEB and we felt good that everythuig was 
addressed. 



We did not address the new duties, ideas for other inclusion or our "discard" 
cornpetencies. 

We spent quite a bit of time on process, ûying to corne to @ps with context and what we 
are attempting to do. Work was shared with us about some work being done by another 
educator that may heIp us with a model and representhg our work. 

Discussion occurred on whether we are going to achially revise ail the competency 
information or assume the content knowledge has been revised in pro- and refer 
back if necessary. Much of the dialogue and debate also centered on the formatAabIe for 
the clusters. We tried entering some content in the revised table that Debbie,CNCand 
UCFV worked on but seemed to be hung up on the format and aiso what we were 
actually going to include in each cluster. We did seem to agree that we wanted to mclude 
the foUowing information for each ciuster; though we did not agree on the order, titles or 
format for presentatioa. 

name of the domain 
name and brief description of the cluster 
specific leaming outcomes 
assessment statement 
some Level of related knowledge ( prerequisite knowledge was raised as well) 

Some members continued working on the clusters in the evening with the perception 
outcome that the format was not workable. 

On Friday, &er a discussion on assessment and what we wanted to do we worked in 
maIl groups to develop what we called "assessment statements". We did these for al1 
clusters in three of the domams- preventive, operative and assessment. 

We managed to do an exercise of mappuig the Iearning outcomes on the c ~ c u i u m  map 
Cor al1 cIusters in ihree of the domains. This helped us see the Iarger picture and seemed 
to reassure us that the leamhg outcomes are workabte but do need more refïnirtg. 

Aithough the energy of the workshop was mixe& we moved orrr thinking ahead and 
produced a reasonabie amount of work ûur collaborative approach at times is p a W ,  
yet we seem to be extremely committed to the process. 

Action: Debbie will write up a summary and is developing a MI, new bmder for each 
member that wiii Mude a clean apdated copy of ail  work to date. Th*s will heIp us m 
seeing the whoIe project in its entirety. Mer the cdeges receive the binder, can read it 
and reff ect on the work to date, we wül communicate to determine the next step. This 
may be done by conference cd. The areas we need to sti I I  work on wi i i  be identified in 
the bmder when you receive it 



Another workshop date was not set Debbie needs to review the budget. Suggestions were 
made of possibly tying into the Pacific Dental Conference andfor an extra day at 

Articulation. Once expenses are received fkom this workshop then Debbie wiIl make a 
suggestion for meeting. 

Prepared by Debbie Payne, Jan 18,2000 



Appendix L: January 2000 Collaboration Survey and ResuIts 

Resulb of Collaboration Survey January 2000 

Eight surveys were emailed to research participants on January 26,2000. Four responses 
were retumed promptiy, t h e  required a second request. In total, 7 responses were 
received which is an 87.5 % return. 

Rating scaie: 1 stroagly agee 
2 agree 
3 somewhat agree 
4 disagree 
5 strongly disagree 

Ail responses to this nrcvey are in the 1-3 range, strongly agree to somewhat agree. There 
were no disagree or çtrongly disagree respomes. 

It appears that conditions for coIlaboration exist in this group. Responses to questions # 
# I .,#2, #3, #4 and #7 are the ones most m agreement, ranging Eom L -5 to L -8. These 
illustrate the desire to collaborate and demonstrate the cornmitment to collaboration. 

Responses tu the questions #5, #6, #8, #9, #10 are more about how weff the collaboration 
and communication is workuig and the structure set up for communÏcation. These 
responses range nom strongly agree to somewhat agree on the scaie (2.1-2-7). 

Averages were as follows: 

We have a clear and compehg purpose, mission, or goal that provides us with a 
meaningful reason to collaborate. 

2. We agree that collaboration is the best way to proceed, notjust the assumed way, and 
that diverse skilIs and viewpoints are essentid. 



3. We have a commitment to a win-win approach with a conscious choice to collaborate, 
to shift from power over people to power with people, rather than to compete or achieve 

4. Our leadership is shared with integrity and a who 
resources, rewards, and interdependencies. 

lie-systems perspective to manage 

5. We have well-defie& systematic, open, hooest inciusive communication processes, 
and clear ground niles to mate trust and efficiency. 

6. We have clear expectations of roIes and responsiiilities, decision making, 
and risk toierance, which helps members to be productive and creative sooner. 

7. Our group members are committed to creating a positive working atmosphere, 
including processes that show the value of each Uidividualrs contribution. 

8. We have a cornmitment to ongoing leaming; creating answers together and tolerating 
ambiguityC 

9. We demonstrate an apprecîation of diversïty as a caîaLyst for creativity, ÏncIudmg 



skills, experiences, thinking styles, culturai and ethnic backgrounds, 
and perspectives. 

10. The group strengthens the individuak and the hdividuds strengthen 
the group: expanding cornfort zones by combining safety and challenge, trust 
and risk. giving and asking for the best, committed to each other's success. 

1 think that our collaborative joumey has been amazùigly successful. The process has 
been invaluable. Even if the product does not end up being exactiy what we may have 
thought it has still been a very worthwhile leaming expenence for everyone. 
There is an appreciation of diversity but not aiways an understanding 
Not al1 group members are tolemt of ambiguity 
During working sessions expectations are clear, but due to length of project and 
competing priorities it makes it hard to achieve on consistent ongoing basis. 
1 am feeling rather neutlal in my responses at this time 



Appendix M: Silent Reflection Tool 

Siient Refl ection 

Whenever we are faced with decisions, start to explore an issue, or are asked to change or 
ma te  somethiag there is intemal dialogue that starts up inside of us. Parts of ourselves 
feel and think one way, and parts think and feel another way. We also become aware of 
other people in our lives that are influentid reactors to our ideas and actions. 

As you think about your position on the CturïcuIum Guide direction and process it will 
be helpful to perform two intemal inquines for a few minutes at various points 
throughout the workshop. 

This will help you clan*@ your own thoughts that you can then share articulately with 
others. The following two genenc questions c m  be used Cor self-inquiry whenever 
complex dialogue, confllsion, debate, assessment, or intense concentration occurs. 

PIease feel fiee as a member of this team, at any time during the workshop, to cd1 for a 
"Silent Reflection" tirne whenever you feel the need We will break into silence at that 
tirne for people to rrflect on the issues at hand. 

WTERNAL DIALOGUE 

This heIps with clarifj&~g your own 

personai thoughts. 

EXTERNAL N'VISIBLE REACTIONS 

What do the various voices uiside you Say 

about your position, pro and con? 

helps in con6Uming how your facule 

wouid respond to or CO& your position 

Who are the people and or groups you c m  

visualize as supporting, questioning, or 

rejecthg your position? What are they 

sa&? 

Adapted fiom Mming Group Gold, 1985 Xerox Corporation. 




